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this work. A few decades ago we thought that we would fi nd the 
key to the secret of life by sequencing the human  genome,  which 
is the collective term for all the genetic information contained 
in the DNA of a species. However, this deconstructionist view 
of biology has proved to have its limitations, because living 
organisms are much more than the simple sum of their parts. 

  Physiology Is an 
Integrative Science 
 Many complex systems—including those of the human body—
possess  emergent properties,  which are properties that cannot 
be predicted to exist based only on knowledge of the system’s 
individual components. An emergent property is not a property 
of any single component of the system, and it is greater than the 
simple sum of the system’s individual parts. Emergent properties 
result from complex, nonlinear interactions of the different 
components. For example, suppose someone broke down a car 
into its nuts and bolts and pieces and laid them out on a floor. 
Could you predict that, properly assembled, these bits of metal 
and plastic would become a vehicle capable of converting the 
energy in gasoline into movement? Who could predict that the 
right combination of elements into molecules and assemblages 
of molecules would result in a living organism? Among the most 
complex emergent properties in humans are emotion, intelligence, 
and other aspects of brain function. None of these properties can 
be predicted from knowing the individual properties of nerve cells. 

 When the Human Genome Project (  www.genome.gov  ) be-
gan in 1990, scientists thought that by identifying and sequenc-
ing all the genes in human DNA, they would understand how 
the body worked. However, as research advanced, scientists 
had to revise their original idea that a given segment of DNA 
contained one gene that coded for one protein. It became clear 
that one gene may code for many proteins. Th e Human Genome 
Project ended in 2003, but before then researchers had moved 
beyond genomics to  proteomics,  the study of proteins in living 
organisms. Now scientists have realized that knowing that a 
protein is made in a particular cell does not always tell us the 
signifi cance of that protein to the cell, the tissue, or the func-
tioning organism. Th e exciting new areas in biological research 
are called functional genomics, systems biology, and integrative 
biology, but fundamentally these are all fi elds of physiology. Th e 
 integration  of function across many  levels of organization  is a 
special focus of physiology. (To  integrate  means to bring varied 
elements together to create a unifi ed whole.)  

   Figure   1.1        illustrates levels of organization ranging from 
the molecular level all the way up to populations of different 
species living together in  ecosystems  and in the  biosphere.  Th e 
levels of organization are shown along with the various sub-
disciplines of chemistry and biology related to the study of each 
organizational level. There is considerable overlap between 
the diff erent fi elds of study, and these artifi cial divisions vary 

 Welcome to the fascinating study of the human body! 
For most of recorded history, humans have been in-
terested in how their bodies work. Early Egyptian, 

Indian, and Chinese writings describe attempts by physicians to 
treat various diseases and to restore health. Although some an-
cient remedies, such as camel dung and powdered sheep horn, 
may seem bizarre, we are still using others, such as blood-suck-
ing leeches and chemicals derived from medicinal plants. Th e 
way we use these treatments has changed through the centuries 
as we learned more about the human body. 

 There has never been a more exciting time in human 
physiology.  Physiology  is the study of the normal functioning 
of a living organism and its component parts, including all its 
chemical and physical processes. The term  physiology  literally 
means “knowledge of nature.” Aristotle (384–322  b.c.e. ) used the 
word in this broad sense to describe the functioning of all living 
organisms, not just of the human body. However, Hippocrates 
(ca. 460–377  b.c.e. ), considered the father of medicine, used 
the word  physiology  to mean “the healing power of nature,” 
and thereaft er the fi eld became closely associated with medicine. By 
the sixteenth century in Europe, physiology had been formalized 
as the study of the vital functions of the human body. Today the 
term is again used to refer to the study of animals and plants. 

 Today we benefi t from centuries of work by physiologists 
who constructed a foundation of knowledge about how the 
human body functions. Since the 1970s, rapid advances in 
the fi elds of cellular and molecular biology have supplemented 

 R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M 

 What to Believe? 

 Jimmy had just left his fi rst physiology class when he got the 
text from his mother:  Please call. Need to ask you something.  
His mother seldom texted, so Jimmy fi gured it must be 
important. “Hi, Mom! What’s going on?” 

 “Oh, Jimmy, I don’t know what to do. I saw the doctor this 
morning and he’s telling me that I need to take insulin. But 
I don’t want to! My type of diabetes doesn’t need insulin. 
I think he’s just trying to make me see him more by putting 
me on insulin. Don’t you think I’m right?” 

 Jimmy paused for a moment. “I’m not sure, Mom. He’s 
probably just trying to do what’s best for you. Didn’t you talk 
to him about it?” 

 “Well, I tried but he didn’t have time to talk. You’re studying 
these things. Can’t you look it up and see if I really need 
insulin?” 

 “I guess so. Let me see what I can fi nd out.” Jimmy hung up 
and thought. “Now what?”     

Introduction to Physiology
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  according to who is defining them. Notice, however, that 
physiology includes multiple levels, from molecular and cellular 
biology to the ecological physiology of populations.  

 At the level of the organism, physiology is closely tied 
to anatomy. Th e structure of a tissue or organ must provide an 
effi  cient physical base for its function. For this reason, it is nearly 
impossible to study the physiology of a body system without 
understanding the underlying anatomy.  

 At the simplest level of organization shown in  Figure   1.1   , 
atoms of elements link together to form molecules. Collections 
of molecules in living organisms form  cells,  the smallest unit of 
structure capable of carrying out all life processes. A lipid and 
protein barrier called the  cell membrane  (also called the  plasma 
membrane ) separates cells from their external environment. 
Simple organisms are composed of only one cell, but complex 
organisms have many cells with diff erent structural and functional 
specializations. Collections of cells that carry out related functions 
are called  tissues  { texere,  to weave}. Tissues form structural and 
functional units known as  organs  { organon,  tool}, and groups of 
organs integrate their functions to create  organ systems.   

 The 10 physiological organ systems in the human body 
are illustrated in   Table   1.1.        Several of the systems have 
alternate names, given in parentheses, that are based on the 
organs of the system rather than the function of the system. Th e 
integumentary system  { integumentum,  covering}, composed of 
the skin, forms a protective boundary that separates the body’s 
internal environment from the external environment (the 
outside world). Th e  musculoskeletal system  provides support 
and body movement. 

 Four systems exchange materials between the internal and 
external environments. Th e  respiratory (pulmonary) system
exchanges gases; the  digestive (gastrointestinal) system  takes 
up nutrients and water and eliminates wastes; the  urinary 
(renal) system  removes excess water and waste material; and 
the  reproductive system  produces eggs or sperm. 

  The Changing World of Omics 

 If you read the scientifi c literature, it appears that 
contemporary research, using the tools of molecular biology, 
has exploded into an era of “omes” and “omics.” What is an 
“ome”? The term apparently derives from the Latin word for 
a mass or tumor, and it is now used to refer to a collection of 
items that make up a whole, such as a genome. One of the 
earliest uses of the “ome” suffi  x in biology is the term  biome,  
meaning the entire community of organisms living in a major 
ecological region, such as the marine biome or the desert 
biome. A genome is all the genes in an organism, and a 
proteome includes all the proteins in that organism. 

 The related adjective “omics” describes the research related 
to studying an “ome.” Adding “omics” to a root word has 
become the cutting-edge way to describe a research fi eld. 
For example,  proteomics , the study of proteins in living 
organisms, is now as important as  genomics , the sequencing 
of DNA (the genome). The traditional study of biochemistry 
includes  metabolomics  (study of metabolic pathways) and 
 interactomics  (the study of protein-protein interactions). If you 
search the Internet, you will fi nd numerous listings for the 
 transcriptome  (RNA),  lipidome  (lipids), and  pharmacogenomics  
(the infl uence of genetics on the body’s response to drugs). 
There is even a journal named  OMICS ! 

 The Physiome Project (  www.physiome.org  ) is an organized 
international eff ort to coordinate molecular, cellular, and 
physiological information about living organisms into an 
Internet database. Scientists around the world can access 
this information and apply it in their own research eff orts 
to create better drugs or genetic therapies for curing and 
preventing disease. Some scientists are using the data to 
create mathematical models that explain how the body 
functions. The Physiome Project is an ambitious undertaking 
that promises to integrate information from diverse areas of 
research so that we can improve our understanding of the 
complex processes we call life.  

 E M E R G I N G C O N C E P T S

CHEMISTRY

MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY

CELL
BIOLOGY

PHYSIOLOGY

BiosphereAtoms Molecules Cells Tissues Organs
Organ

systems
Organisms

Populations of
one species

Ecosystem of
different species

ECOLOGY

 Fig. 1.1   Levels of organization and 
the related fi elds of study         
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 Th e remaining four systems extend throughout the body. 
Th e  circulatory (cardiovascular) system  distributes materials 
by pumping blood through vessels. Th e  nervous  and  endocrine 
systems  coordinate body functions. Note that the fi gure shows 
them as a continuum rather than as two distinct systems. Why? 
Because the lines between these two systems have blurred as we 
have learned more about the integrative nature of physiological 
function. 

 The one system not illustrated in  Table   1.1    is the 
diffuse  immune system,  which includes but is not limited to 
the anatomical structures known as the  lymphatic system.  The 
specialized cells of the immune system are scattered throughout 
the body. They protect the internal environment from foreign 
substances by intercepting material that enters through the 
intestines and lungs or through a break in the skin. In addition, 
immune tissues are closely associated with the circulatory system. 

System Name Includes Representative Functions The Integration Between Systems of the Body

Circulatory Heart, blood 
vessels, blood

Digestive Stomach, 
intestine,
liver, 
pancreas

Transport of materials
between all cells of the body

This schematic figure indicates relationships between
systems of the human body. The interiors of some
hollow organs (shown in white) are part of the
external environment.

Conversion of food into
particles that can be
transported into the body;
elimination of some wastes

Endocrine Thyroid gland,
adrenal gland

Coordination of body
function through synthesis
and release of regulatory
molecules

Immune Thymus,
spleen, lymph
nodes

Defense against foreign
invaders

Integumentary Skin Protection from external
environment

Musculoskeletal Skeletal
muscles, bone

Support and movement

Nervous Brain, spinal
cord

Coordination of body
function through electrical
signals and release of
regulatory molecules

Reproductive Ovaries and 
uterus, testes

Perpetuation of the species

Respiratory Lungs, airways Exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide between the
internal and external
environments

Urinary Kidneys,
bladder

Maintenance of water and
solutes in the internal
environment; waste removal

Integumentary System

Nervous
system

Endocrine
system

Musculoskeletal
system

Respiratory
system

Digestive
system

Circulatory
system

Reproductive
system

Urinary
system

Organ Systems of  the Human Body and their Integration

Table
1.1
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  Function and Mechanism 
 We defi ne physiology as the normal functioning of the body, but 
physiologists are careful to distinguish between function and 
mechanism. Th e  function  of a physiological system or event is 
the “why” of the system or event: why does a certain response 
help an animal survive in a particular situation? In other words, 
what is the  adaptive signifi cance  of this event for this animal? 

 For example, humans are large, mobile, terrestrial animals, 
and our bodies maintain relatively constant water content 
despite living in a dry, highly variable external environment. 
Dehydration is a constant threat to our well-being. What 
processes have evolved in our anatomy and physiology that 
enable us to survive in this hostile environment? One is the 
production of highly concentrated urine by the kidney, which 
allows the body to conserve water. Th is statement tells us  why  we 
produce concentrated urine but does not tell us  how  the kidney 
accomplishes that task. 

 Th inking about a physiological event in terms of its adap-
tive signifi cance is the  teleological approach  to science. For ex-
ample, the teleological answer to the question of why red blood 
cells transport oxygen is “because cells need oxygen and red 
blood cells bring it to them.” Th is answer explains  why  red blood 

 Traditionally, physiology courses and books are organized 
by organ system. Students study cardiovascular physiology and 
regulation of blood pressure in one chapter, and then study the 
kidneys and control of body fl uid volume in a diff erent chapter. 
In the functioning human, however, the cardiovascular and re-
nal systems communicate with each other, so that a change in 
one is likely to cause a reaction in the other. For example, body 
fl uid volume infl uences blood pressure, while changes in blood 
pressure alter kidney function because the kidneys regulate fl uid 
volume.  

 Developing skills to help you understand how the diff erent 
organ systems work together is just as important as memorizing 
facts. One way physiologists integrate information is by using 
visual representations of physiological processes called maps. 
Th e Focus on Mapping feature in this chapter helps you learn how 
to make maps. Th e fi rst type of map, shown in   Figure   1.2a,        is 
a schematic representation of structure or function. Th e second 
type of map, shown in  Figure   1.2b,    diagrams a physiological 
process as it proceeds through time. Th ese maps are called  fl ow 
charts  or process maps. The end-of-chapter questions feature 
lists of selected terms that you can use to practice mapping.       

SANDWICHES

Outside components Fillings

Breads Tortillas Wraps Vegetables Cheeses Meats Dressings 
and sauces

Person working 
outside on a hot, 

dry day

Loses body water
by evaporation

Body fluids become
more concentrated

Thirst pathways
stimulated

Person seeks out
and drinks water

Internal receptors
sense change in

internal concentration

Water added
to body fluids

decreases their
concentration

(a) A map showing structure/function relationships

(b) A process map, or flow chart

1. Can you add more details and links to map (a)?

2. Here is an alphabetical list of terms for a map of the body. Use the steps 
on the next page to create a map with them. Add additional terms to 
the map if you like. A sample answer appears at the end of the chapter.

• bladder
• blood vessels
• brain
• cardiovascular system
• digestive system
• endocrine system
• heart
• immune system
• integumentary system

• intestine
• kidneys
• lungs
• lymph nodes
• mouth
• musculoskeletal system
• nervous system
• ovaries

• reproductive system
• respiratory system
• stomach
• testes
• the body
• thyroid gland
• urinary system
• uterus

FIGURE QUESTIONS

  Fig. 1.2   Types of maps         
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 Mapping is a nonlinear way of organizing material that 
is based on the theory that individuals have their own 
unique ways of integrating new material with what they 
already know. Mapping is a useful study tool because 
creating a map requires thinking about the importance 
of and relationships between various pieces of informa-
tion. Studies have shown that when people interact with 
information by organizing it in their own way  before  they 
load it into memory, their understanding and retention of 
information improves. 

 Mapping is not just a study technique. Experts in a fi eld 
make maps when they are trying to integrate newly 
 acquired information into their knowledge base, and they 
may create two or three versions of a map before they are 
satisfi ed that it represents their understanding. Scientists 
map out the steps in their experiments. Health-care profes-
sionals create maps to guide them while diagnosing and 
treating patients. 

 A map can take a variety of forms but usually consists of 
terms (words or short phrases) linked by arrows to indicate 
associations. You can label the connecting arrows to de-
scribe the type of linkage between the terms (structure/
function, cause/eff ect) or with explanatory phrases (“is 
composed of”). You may also choose to use diff erent col-
ors for arrows and terms to represent diff erent categories 
of ideas. Maps in physiology usually focus either on the 
relationships between anatomical structures and physi-
ological processes ( structure/function maps ) or on normal 
homeostatic control pathways and responses to abnormal 
(pathophysiological) events ( process maps,  or  fl ow charts ). 
If appropriate, a map may also include graphs, diagrams, 
or pictures. 

  Figure   1.2a    is a structure map.  Figure   1.2b    is an example of 
a fl ow chart. 

 Many maps appear in this course, and they may serve as 
the starting point for your own maps. However, the real 
benefi t of mapping comes from preparing maps yourself. 
By mapping information on your own, you think about the 
relationships between terms, organize concepts into a 

hierarchical structure, and look for similarities and diff er-
ences between items. Interaction with the material in this 
way helps you process it into long-term memory instead 
of simply memorizing bits of information and forgetting 
them. 

 Some people do not like the messiness of hand-drawn 
maps. There are several electronic ways of making maps, 
including PowerPoint and free and commercial software 
programs. 

  PowerPoint 

   1.    Select the completely blank slide from FORMAT - 
SLIDE LAYOUT.  

  2.    Use AUTOSHAPES to create boxes/ovals and arrows. To 
format the autoshape, right-click on it after you have 
drawn it. You can change fi ll color and line color.  

  3.    Use INSERT - TEXT BOX to label your arrows and put 
terms inside your shapes.   

Software  Free concept mapping software is available 
from IHMC CmapTools at   http://cmap.ihmc.us.   Or search 
for the term  free concept map  to fi nd other resources on 
the Web. A popular commercial program for mapping is 
Inspiration  (  www.inspiration.com  ).  

  Getting Started with Mapping 

   1.    First,  select the terms or concepts to map.  (In every 
chapter of this text, the end-of-chapter questions in-
clude at least one list of terms to map.) Sometimes it is 
helpful to write the terms on individual slips of paper 
or on 1-by-2-inch sticky notes so that you can rear-
range the map more easily.  

  2.    Usually the most diffi  cult part of mapping is  deciding 
where to begin.  Start by grouping related terms in an 
organized fashion. You may fi nd that you want to put 
some terms into more than one group. Make a note of 
these terms, as they will probably have several arrows 
pointing to them or leading away from them.  

  3.    Now try to  create some hierarchy with your terms.  
You may arrange the terms on a piece of paper, on a 
table, or on the fl oor. In a structure/function map, start 
at the top with the most general, most important, 
or overriding concept—the one from which all the 

Mapping 

 F O C U S  O N  .  .  . 
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 others stem. In a process map, start with the fi rst event 
to occur. Next, either break down the key idea into pro-
gressively more specifi c parts using the other concepts 
or follow the event through its time course. Use arrows 
to point the direction of linkages and include horizontal 
links to tie related concepts together. The downward 
development of the map will generally mean either an 
increase in complexity or the passage of time. 

 You may fi nd that some of your arrows cross each 
other. Sometimes you can avoid this by rearranging 
the terms on the map. Labeling the linking arrows 
with explanatory words may be useful. For example, 

   channel proteins form
4  open channels   

 Color can be very eff ective on maps. You can use col-
ors for diff erent types of links or for diff erent catego-
ries of terms. You may also add pictures and graphs 
that are associated with specifi c terms in your map.  

  4.   Once you have created your map,  sit back and think 
about it.  Are all the items in the right place? You may 

want to move them around once you see the big pic-
ture. Revise your map to fi ll in the picture with new 
concepts or to correct wrong links. Review by recall-
ing the main concept and then moving to the more 
specifi c details. Ask yourself questions like, What is the 
cause? eff ect? What parts are involved? What are the 
main characteristics?  

  5.    Science is a collaborative fi eld. A useful way to study 
with a map is to  trade maps with a classmate  and 
try to understand each other’s maps. Your maps will 
almost certainly not look the same! It’s OK if they are 
diff erent. Remember that your map refl ects the way 
you think about the subject, which may be diff erent
from the way someone else thinks about it. Did one of 
you put in something the other forgot? Did one of you 
have an incorrect link between two items?  

  6.    Practice making maps.  The study questions will
give you some ideas of what you should be map-
ping. Your instructor can help you get started.

cells transport oxygen—their function—but says nothing about 
 how  the cells transport oxygen. 

 In contrast, most physiologists study physiological pro-
cesses, or  mechanisms —the “how” of a system. Th e  mechanis-
tic approach  to physiology examines process. Th e mechanistic 
answer to the question “How do red blood cells transport oxy-
gen?” is “Oxygen binds to hemoglobin molecules in the red 
blood cells.” This very concrete answer explains exactly how 
oxygen transport occurs but says nothing about the signifi cance 
of oxygen transport to the animal. 

 Students often confuse these two approaches to thinking 
about physiology. Studies have shown that even medical students 
tend to answer questions with teleological explanations when the 
more appropriate response would be a mechanistic explanation.  1   
Often they do so because instructors ask why a physiological 
event occurs when they really want to know how it occurs. Staying 
aware of the two approaches will help prevent confusion. 

 Although function and mechanism seem to be two 
sides of the same coin, it is possible to study mechanisms, 
particularly at the cellular and subcellular level, without un-
derstanding their function in the life of the organism. As 
biological knowledge becomes more complex, scientists 

 1   D. R. Richardson. A survey of students’ notions of body function as 
 teleologic or mechanistic.  Advan Physiol Educ  258: 8–10, Jun 1990. 
(  http://advan.physiology.org  ) 

 sometimes  become so involved in studying complex processes 
that they fail to step back and look at the signifi cance of those 
processes to cells, organ systems, or the animal. Conversely, it 
is possible to use teleological thinking incorrectly by saying, 
“Oh, in this situation the body needs to do this.”  Th is  may be a 
good solution, but if a mechanism for doing  this  doesn’t exist, 
the organism is out of luck. 

 Applying the concept of integrated functions and mecha-
nisms is the underlying principle in  translational research,  an 
approach sometimes described as “bench to bedside.” Transla-
tional research uses the insights and results gained from basic 
biomedical research on mechanisms to develop treatments and 
strategies for preventing human diseases. For example, research-
ers working on rats found that a chemical from the pancreas 
named  amylin  reduced the rats’ food intake. Th ese fi ndings led 
directly to a translational research study in which human volun-
teers injected a synthetic form of amylin and recorded their sub-
sequent food intake, but without intentionally modifying their 
lifestyle.  2   Th e drug suppressed food intake in humans, although 
it has not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
for that use. 

 2   S. R. Smith  et al.  Pramlintide treatment reduces 24-h caloric intake 
and meal sizes and improves control of eating in obese subjects: a 6-wk 
translational research study.  Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab  293: E620–
E627, 2007. 
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 specifi c contexts. Pattern recognition is an important skill that 
will help simplify learning physiology. 

 In the last few years, three diff erent organizations issued 
reports to encourage the teaching of biology using these fun-
damental concepts. Although the descriptions vary in the three 
reports, fi ve major themes emerge: 

1   structure and function across all levels of organization  
2   energy transfer, storage, and use  
3   information fl ow, storage, and use within single organisms 

and within a species of organism  
4   homeostasis and the control systems that maintain it  
5   evolution   

 In addition, all three reports emphasize the importance of un-
derstanding how science is done and of the quantitative nature 
of biology.   Table   1.2        lists the core concepts in biology from the 
three reports.  

 In this course we focus on the four themes most related 
to physiology: structure-function relationships, biological en-
ergy use, information fl ow within an organism, and homeo-
stasis and the control systems that maintain it.  

  Theme 1: Structure and Function 
Are Closely Related 

 Th e integration of structure and function extends across all lev-
els of organization, from the molecular level to the intact body. 
Th is theme subdivides into two major ideas: molecular interac-
tions and compartmentation. 

  Molecular Interactions   Th e ability of individual molecules 
to bind to or react with other molecules is essential for biologi-
cal function. A molecule’s function depends on its structure 
and shape, and even a small change to the structure or shape 
may have signifi cant eff ects on the function. Th e classic exam-
ple of this phenomenon is the change in one amino acid of the 
hemoglobin protein. (Hemoglobin is the oxygen-carrying pig-
ment of the blood.) Th is one small change in the protein con-
verts normal hemoglobin to the form associated with sickle 
cell disease. 

 Many physiologically significant molecular interactions 
that you will learn about involve the class of biological mole-
cules called  proteins.  Functional groups of proteins include  en-
zymes  that speed up chemical reactions,  signal molecules  and the 
 receptor proteins  that bind signal molecules, and specialized pro-
teins that function as biological pumps, fi lters, 

 At the systems level, we know about most of the mechan-
ics of body function from centuries of research. The unan-
swered questions today mostly involve integration and control 
of these mechanisms, particularly at the cellular and molecular 
levels. Nevertheless, explaining what happens in test tubes or 
isolated cells can only partially answer questions about func-
tion. For this reason, animal and human trials are essential 
steps in the process of applying basic research to treating or 
curing diseases.         

  Themes in Physiology 
 “Physiology is not a science or a profession but a point of 
view.”  3   Physiologists pride themselves on relating the mecha-
nisms they study to the functioning of the organism as a whole. 
For students, being able to think about how multiple body 
 systems integrate their function is one of the more difficult 
 aspects of learning physiology. To develop expertise in physiol-
ogy, you must do more than simply memorize facts and learn 
new terminology. Researchers have found that the ability to 
solve problems requires a conceptual framework, or “big 
 picture,” of the fi eld. 

 This course will help you build a conceptual framework 
for physiology by explicitly emphasizing the basic biological 
concepts, or themes, that are common to all living organisms. 
Th ese concepts represent patterns that repeat over and over, and 
you will begin to recognize them when you encounter them in 

 3  R. W. Gerard.  Mirror to Physiology: A Self-Survey of Physiological  Science.  
Washington, D.C.: American Physiology Society, 1958. 

 R U N N I N G P R O B L E M

   When he got back to his room Jimmy sat down at his 
computer and went to the Internet. He typed  diabetes  in his 
search box—and came up with 66.7 million results. “That’s 
not going to work. What about  insulin ?” 22.5 million results. 
“How in the world am I going to get any answers?” He clicked 
on the fi rst sponsored ad, for a site called  type2-diabetes-info.
com . That might be good. His mother had type 2 diabetes. 
But it was for a pharmaceutical company trying to sell him 
a drug. “What about this?  WhyInsulin.com —That might give 
some answers.” But it, too, was trying to sell something. 
“Maybe my physiology prof can help me. I’ll ask tomorrow.” 

   Q1:    What search terms could Jimmy have used to get fewer 
results?        
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1   Biology Concepts 

 Scientifi c Foundations for Future Physicians 
(HHMI and AAMC) 1  

 Vision and Change (NSF and 
AAAS) 2  

 The 2010 Advanced Placement 
Biology Curriculum (College 
Board) 3  

 Structure/function from molecules to 
organisms 

 Structure and function (anatomy 
and physiology) 

 Relationship of structure to function 

 Physical principles applied to living systems 
 Chemical principles applied to living systems 

 Pathways and transformations of 
energy and matter 

 Energy transfer 

 Biomolecules and their functions  Information flow, exchange, and 
storage 

 Continuity and change 

 Organisms sense and control their internal 
environment and respond to external change 

 Systems  Regulation (“a state of dynamic 
balance”) 

 Evolution as an organizing principle  Evolution  Evolution 

  1   Scientific Foundations for Future Physicians.  Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) and the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), 2009.   www.
aamc.org/scientificfoundations.   

  2   Vision and Change: A Call to Action.  National Science Foundation (NSF) and American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). 2011.   http://
visionandchange.org/finalreport.   The report mentioned the integration of science and society as well. 

  3   College Board AP Biology Course Description,  The College Board, 2010.   http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/repository/ap-biology-course-description.pdf.   
The AP report also included “Interdependence in Nature” and “Science, Technology and Society” as two of their eight themes. 

Table
1.2

  Interactions between proteins, water, and other molecules 
infl uence cell structure and the mechanical properties of cells 
and tissues. Mechanical properties you will encounter in your 
study of physiology include  compliance  (ability to stretch),  elas-
tance  (stiff ness or the ability to return to the unstretched state), 
strength, fl exibility, and fl uidity ( viscosity ).  

  Compartmentation   Compartmentation is  the division of space 
into separate compartments. Compartments allow a cell, a tissue, 
or an organ to specialize and isolate functions. Each level of or-
ganization is associated with diff erent types of compartments. At 
the macroscopic level, the tissues and organs of the body form 
discrete functional compartments, such as body cavities or the in-
sides of hollow organs. At the microscopic level, cell  membranes 
 separate cells from the fl uid surrounding them and also create 
tiny compartments within the cell called organelles.     

  Theme 2: Living Organisms Need Energy 

 Growth, reproduction, movement, homeostasis—these and 
all other processes that take place in an organism require the 
continuous input of energy. Where does this energy come from, 

and how is it stored? We’ll answer those questions and describe 
some of the ways that energy in the body is used for building 
and breaking down molecules.  

  Theme 3: Information Flow 
Coordinates Body Functions 

  Information fl ow in living systems ranges from the transfer of 
information stored in DNA from generation to generation (ge-
netics) to the flow of information within the body of a single 
organism. At the organismal level, information flow includes 
translation of the genetic code into proteins that are responsible 
for cell structure and function as well as the many forms of cell-
to-cell  communication that coordinate the functioning of a com-
plex organism.  

 In the human body, information fl ow between cells takes 
the form of either chemical signals or electrical signals. Infor-
mation may go from one cell to its neighbors (local communi-
cation) or from one part of the body to another (long-distance 
communication). When chemical signals reach their target cells, 
they must transfer their  information from outside the cell to the 
inside of the cell. 
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 R U N N I N G P R O B L E M

   After his second physiology class Jimmy introduced himself 
to his professor and explained his problem. The professor’s 
fi rst suggestion was simple: try to narrow the search. “One 
of the best ways to search is to combine terms using the 
connector AND. If you remember set theory from your math 
class, the connector AND will give you the intersection of the 
sets. In other words, you’ll get only the results that occur in 
both sets.” 

 Seemed simple enough. Jimmy went back to the Internet and 
tried  diabetes and insulin.  That search still had 12.4 million 
results but some of the results on the fi rst page after the ads 
looked pretty good:  mayoclinic.com  and  diabetes.org.  Now he 
was getting somewhere. 

   Q2:    What kinds of web sites should Jimmy be looking for in 
his results list, and how can he recognize them?        

 Some molecules are able to pass through the barrier of the 
cell membrane, but other molecules are unable to cross. Signal 
molecules that cannot enter the cell must pass their message 
across the cell membrane .   

  Theme 4: Homeostasis Maintains 
Internal Stability 

 Organisms that survive in challenging habitats cope with exter-
nal variability by keeping their internal environment relatively 
stable, an ability known as  homeostasis  { homeo-,  similar + -  stasis,  
 condition}. Homeostasis and the regulation of the internal envi-
ronment are key principles of physiology. Th e next section looks 
in detail at the key elements of this important theme.          

  Homeostasis
 Th e concept of a relatively stable internal environment is attrib-
uted to the French physician Claude Bernard in the mid-1800s. 
During his studies of experimental medicine, Bernard noted the 
stability of various physiological functions, such as body tem-
perature, heart rate, and blood pressure. As the chair of physiol-
ogy at the University of Paris, he wrote “C’est la fi xité du milieu 
intérieur qui est la condition d’une vie libre et indépendante.” 
(It  is the constancy of the internal environment that is the 
 condition for a free and independent life.)  4   Th is idea was  applied 

to many of the experimental observations of his day, and it be-
came the subject of discussion among physiologists and 
physicians. 

 In 1929, an American physiologist named Walter B. 
 Cannon wrote a review for the American Physiological Society.  5   
Using observations made by numerous physiologists and physi-
cians during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Can-
non proposed a list of variables that are under homeostatic 
control. We now know that his list was both accurate and com-
plete. Cannon divided his variables into what he described as 
environmental factors that aff ect cells (osmolarity, temperature, 
and pH) and “materials for cell needs” (nutrients, water, sodium, 
calcium, other inorganic ions, oxygen, as well as “internal secre-
tions having general and continuous eff ects”). Cannon’s “inter-
nal secretions” are the hormones and other chemicals that our 
cells use to communicate with one another. 

 In his essay, Cannon created the word  homeostasis  to 
 describe the regulation of the body’s internal environment. He 
explained that he selected the prefi x  homeo-  (meaning  like  or 
 similar ) rather than the prefi x  homo-  (meaning  same ) because
the internal environment is maintained within a range of values 
rather than at an exact fi xed value. He also pointed out that the 
suffi  x  -stasis  in this instance means a  condition,  not a state that is 
static and unchanging. Cannon’s homeostasis therefore is a state 
of maintaining “a similar condition,” similar to Claude Bernard’s 
relatively constant internal environment. 

 Some physiologists contend that a literal interpretation 
of  stasis  {a state of standing} in the word  homeostasis  implies a 
static, unchanging state. Th ey argue that we should use the word 
 homeodynamics  instead, to refl ect the small changes constantly 
taking place in our internal environment { dynamikos,  force or 
power}. Whether the process is called homeostasis or homeo-
dynamics, the important concept to remember is that the body 
monitors its internal state and takes action to correct disrup-
tions that threaten its normal function. 

 If the body fails to maintain homeostasis of the critical vari-
ables listed by Walter Cannon, then normal function is disrupted 
and a disease state, or  pathological  condition { pathos,  suff ering}, 
may result. Diseases fall into two general groups according to their 
origin: those in which the problem arises from internal failure of 
some normal physiological process, and those that originate from 
some outside source. Internal causes of disease include the abnor-
mal growth of cells, which may cause cancer or benign tumors; the 
production of antibodies by the body against its own tissues (auto-
immune diseases); and the premature death of cells or the failure 
of cell processes. Inherited disorders are also considered to have 
internal causes. External causes of disease include toxic chemicals, 
physical trauma, and foreign invaders such as viruses and bacteria. 

 4   C. Bernard.  Introduction á l’ é tude de la medicine,  Paris: J.-B. Baillière, 
1865. (  www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/16234  ). 

 5   W. B. Cannon. Organization for physiological homeostasis.  Physiol 
Rev  9: 399–443, 1929. 
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temperature cycle in predictable ways. The internal compo-
sition of these ancient creatures was almost identical to that 
of seawater. If environmental conditions changed, conditions 
inside the primitive organisms changed as well. Even today, 
marine invertebrates cannot tolerate significant changes in 
 salinity and pH, as you know if you have ever maintained a 
saltwater aquarium. 

 In both ancient and modern times, many marine organ-
isms relied on the constancy of their external environment to 
keep their internal environment in balance. In contrast, as or-
ganisms evolved and migrated from the ancient seas into es-
tuaries, then into freshwater environments and onto the land, 
they encountered highly variable external environments. Rains 
dilute the salty water of estuaries, and organisms that live 
there must cope with the infl ux of water into their body fl uids. 
 Terrestrial organisms, including humans, face the challenge of 
 dehydration—constantly losing internal water to the dry air 
around them. Keeping the internal environment stable means 
balancing that water loss with appropriate water intake. 

 But what exactly is the internal environment of the 
body? For multicellular animals, it is the watery internal en-
vironment that surrounds the cells, a “sea within” the body 
called the  extracellular fl uid  { extra -, outside of} (   Fig.   1.4       ). 
 Extracellular fl uid (ECF) serves as the transition between an 
organism’s external environment and the  intracellular fl uid  
(ICF) inside cells { intra -, within}. Because extracellular fl uid 
is a buff er zone between cells and the outside world, elaborate 
physiological processes have evolved to keep its composition 
relatively stable.  

 When the extracellular fl uid composition varies outside its 
normal range of values, compensatory mechanisms activate and 
try to return the fl uid to the normal state. For example, when 
you drink a large volume of water, the dilution of your extra-
cellular fl uid triggers a mechanism that causes your kidneys to 
remove excess water and protect your cells from swelling. Most 
cells of multicellular animals do not tolerate much change. Th ey 
depend on the constancy of extracellular fl uid to maintain nor-
mal function.  

  Homeostasis Depends on Mass Balance 

 In the 1960s, a group of conspiracy theorists obtained a lock of 
Napoleon Bonaparte’s hair and sent it for chemical analysis in 
an attempt to show that he died from arsenic poisoning. Today, 
a group of students sharing a pizza joke about the garlic odor on 
their breath. At fi rst glance these two scenarios appear to have 
little in common, but in fact Napoleon’s hair and “garlic breath” 
both demonstrate how the human body works to maintain the 
balance that we call homeostasis. 

 The human body is an open system that exchanges heat 
and materials with the outside environment. To maintain ho-
meostasis, the body must maintain mass balance. The  law of 
mass balance  says that if the amount of a substance in the body 

 In both internally and externally caused diseases, when 
 homeostasis is disturbed, the body attempts to compensate 
(   Fig.   1.3       ). If the compensation is successful, homeostasis is re-
stored. If compensation fails, illness or disease may result. Th e 
study of body functions in a disease state is known as  patho-
physiology . You will encounter many examples of pathophysi-
ology as we study the various systems of the body.  

 One very common pathological condition in the United 
States is  diabetes mellitus,  a metabolic disorder characterized 
by abnormally high blood glucose concentrations. Although 
we speak of diabetes as if it were a single disease, it is actually 
a whole family of diseases with various causes and manifesta-
tions. Th e infl uence of this one disorder on many systems of the 
body makes it an excellent example of the integrative nature of 
physiology. 

  What Is the Body’s Internal Environment? 

 Claude Bernard wrote of the “constancy of the internal envi-
ronment,” but why is constancy so essential? As it turns out, 
most cells in our bodies are not very tolerant of changes in 
their surroundings. In this way they are similar to early organ-
isms that lived in tropical seas, a stable environment where sa-
linity, oxygen content, and pH vary little and where light and 

Organism in
homeostasis

External
change

Internal change
results in

loss of homeostasis

Compensation succeedsCompensation fails

WellnessIllness or disease

Organism attempts
to compensate

Internal
change

 Fig. 1.3   Homeostasis         
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Put a * on the cell membrane 
of the box diagram.

FIGURE QUESTION

Cells are surrounded
by the extracellular

fluid (ECF)

Cells contain intracellular
fluid (ICF)

The cell membrane
separates cells from

the ECF

ECF
Extracellular 

fluid (ECF)
External

environmentCells
Intracellular
fluid (ICF)

  Fig. 1.4   The body’s internal and external environments.         (a) Most cells are completely 
surrounded by the body’s internal environment, composed of the extracellular fl uid (ECF). 
(b) A box diagram of the body represents the body’s fl uid compartments, the extracellular 
fl uid that exchanges material with the outside world and the fl uid inside cells, or intracel-
lular fl uid (ICF).   

Input

To maintain constant level,
output must equal input.

Output

Intake through 
intestine, lungs, 
skin

Excretion by 
kidneys, liver,
lungs, skinBODY

LOAD
Metabolic
production

Metabolism 
to a new 
substance

Mass balance  Existing 
body load

Law of Mass Balance

+
Intake or
metabolic
production

Excretion or
metabolic
removal

= –

Input

(a) Mass balance in an open system (b) Mass balance in the body

Output

  Fig. 1.5   Mass balance in an open system.         (a) To maintain balance, input into the system 
must match output. (b) Materials enter the body primarily by ingestion or breathing or may be 
produced through metabolism. Materials leave the body by excretion or by metabolism.   

is to remain constant, any gain must be off set by an equal loss 
(   Fig.   1.5a       ). The amount of a substance in the body is also 
called the body’s  load,  as in “sodium load.”  

 For example, water loss to the external environment (out-
put) in sweat and urine must be balanced by water intake from 
the external environment plus metabolic water production 
 (input). Th e concentrations of other substances, such as  oxygen 

and carbon dioxide, salts, and hydrogen ions (pH), are also 
maintained through mass balance. Th e following equation sum-
marizes the law of mass balance: 

 Total amount of  = intake +  production -
substance  x  in the body   excretion - metabolism 
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or  metabolism. Instead of directly measuring the substance, 
we can follow the rate at which the substance disappears from 
the blood, a concept called  clearance.  Clearance is usually ex-
pressed as a volume of blood  cleared  of substance  x  per unit of 
time. For this reason clearance is only an indirect measure of 
how substance  x  is eliminated. 

 Th e kidney and the liver are the two primary organs that 
clear solutes from the body.  Hepatocytes  { hepaticus,  pertaining 
to the liver +  cyte,  cell}, or liver cells, metabolize many diff er-
ent types of molecules, especially xenobiotics such as drugs. Th e 
resulting metabolites may be secreted into the intestine for ex-
cretion in the feces or released into the blood for excretion by 
the kidneys. Pharmaceutical companies testing chemicals for 
their potential use as therapeutic drugs must know the clear-
ance of the chemical before they can develop the proper dosing 
schedule. 

 Clearance also takes place in tissues other than the liver 
and kidneys. Saliva, sweat, breast milk, and hair all contain sub-
stances that have been cleared from the body. Salivary secretion 
of the hormone  cortisol  provides a simple noninvasive source 
of hormone for monitoring chronic stress. Drugs and alcohol 

 Most substances enter the body from the outside environment, 
but some (such as carbon dioxide) are produced internally 
through metabolism ( Fig.   1.5b   ). In general, water and nutrients 
enter the body as food and drink absorbed through the intestine. 
Oxygen and other gases and volatile molecules enter through the 
lungs. A few lipid-soluble chemicals make their way to the inter-
nal environment by penetrating the barrier of the skin. 

 To maintain mass balance, the body has two options for 
output. The simplest option is simply to excrete the material. 
Excretion  is defined as the elimination of material from the 
body, usually through the urine, feces, lungs, or skin. For ex-
ample, carbon dioxide produced during metabolism is excreted 
by the lungs. Many foreign substances that enter the body, such 
as drugs or artifi cial food additives, are excreted by the liver and 
kidneys. (Any foreign substance in the body is called a  xenobi-
otic,  from the Greek word  xenos,  a stranger.) 

 A second output option for maintaining mass balance is to 
convert the substance to a different substance through metabo-
lism. Nutrients that enter the body become the starting point for 
metabolic pathways that convert the original nutrient to a diff erent 
molecule. However, converting the original nutrient to something 
diff erent then creates a new mass balance disturbance by adding 
more of the new substance, or  metabolite,  to the body. ( Metabolite
is the general term for any product created in a metabolic pathway.) 

 Scientists use  mass fl ow  to follow material throughout the 
body. For substance  x , the equation for mass fl ow is 

Mass fl ow   = concentration of x * volume fl ow   
   (amount x/min) = (amount x/vol) * (vol/min)   

 Mass fl ow can be used to determine the rate of intake, output, or 
production of  x.  

 For example, suppose a person is given an intravenous (IV) 
infusion of glucose solution that has a concentration of 50 grams 
of glucose per liter of solution. If the infusion is given at a rate of 
2 milliliters per minute, the mass fl ow of glucose into the body is:  

    
50 g glucose

1000 mL solution
* 2 mL solution/min = 0.1 g glucose/min   

 Th e rate of glucose input into the body is 0.1 g glucose/min. 
 Mass fl ow applies not only to the entry, production, and 

removal of substances but also to the movement of substances 
from one compartment in the body to another. When materials 
enter the body, they fi rst become part of the extracellular fl uid. 
Where a substance goes aft er that depends on whether or not it 
can cross the barrier of the cell membrane and enter the cells.         

  Excretion Clears Substances from the Body 

 It is relatively easy to monitor how much of a substance en-
ters the body from the outside world, but it is more difficult 
to track molecules inside the body to monitor their excretion 

 R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M 

   Jimmy called his mother with the news that he’d found some 
good information on the Mayo Clinic and American Diabetes 
Association web sites. According to both those organizations, 
someone with type 2 diabetes might begin to require insulin 
as the disease progressed. But his mother was still not 
convinced that she needed to start insulin injections. 

 “My friend Ahn read that some doctors say that if you eat 
a high-fi ber diet, you won’t need any other treatment for 
diabetes.” 

 “Mom, that doesn’t sound right to me.” 

 “But it must be,” Jimmy’s mother replied. “It says so in The 
Doctors’ Medical Library.” 

   Q3:    Go to The Doctors’ Medical Library at   www.medical-
library.net   and search for the article called “Fiber” by 
typing the word into the Search box or by using the 
alphabetical listing of Library Articles. What does Dr. 
Kennedy, the author of the article, say about high-fi ber 
diet and diabetes?   

  Q4:    Should Jimmy’s mother believe what it says on this web 
site? How can Jimmy fi nd out more about who created 
the site and what their credentials are?        
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the goal of homeostasis is to maintain the dynamic steady 
states of the body’s compartments, not to make the compart-
ments the same.    

  Control Systems
and Homeostasis 
 To maintain homeostasis, the human body monitors certain key 
functions, such as blood pressure and blood glucose concentra-
tion, that must stay within a particular operating range if the body 
is to remain healthy. Th ese important  regulated variables  are kept 
within their acceptable (normal) range by physiological control 
mechanisms that kick in if the variable ever strays too far from its 
setpoint , or optimum value. Th ere are two basic patterns of con-
trol mechanisms: local control and long-distance refl ex control. 

 In their simplest form, all  control systems  have three com-
ponents: (1) an input signal; (2) a controller, or  integrating 
 center  { integrare,  to restore}, that integrates incoming informa-
tion and initiates an appropriate response; and (3) an output 
signal (   Fig.   1.7       ) that creates a response. Long-distance refl ex 
control systems are more complex than this simple model, how-
ever, as they may include input from multiple sources and have 
output that acts on multiple targets.  

 secreted into breast milk are important because a breast-feeding 
infant will ingest these substances. 

 Th e 1960s analysis of Napoleon Bonaparte’s hair tested it for 
arsenic because hair follicles help clear some compounds from 
the body. Th e test results showed signifi cant concentrations of 
the poison in his hair, but the question remains whether Napo-
leon was murdered, poisoned accidentally, or died from stom-
ach cancer. Eating garlic causes “garlic breath” because the lungs 
clear volatile lipid-soluble materials from the blood when these 
substances pass into the airways and are exhaled. Th e lungs also 
clear ethanol in the blood, and exhaled alcohol is the basis of the 
“breathalyzer” test used by law enforcement agencies.   

 Concept Check    Answers: End of Chapter    

   1.   If a person eats 12 milligrams (mg) of salt in a day and excretes 11 mg 

of it in the urine, what happened to the remaining 1 mg?  

  2.   Glucose is metabolized to CO 
2
  and water. Explain the eff ect of glucose

metabolism on mass balance in the body.   
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  Fig. 1.6   The body compartments are in a dynamic steady state 
but are not at equilibrium.         The concentrations of sodium,  potassium, 
and chloride are not the same in the extracellular fl uid compartment 
(ECF) and intracellular fl uid compartment (ICF).   
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 Fig. 1.7   A simple control system         

  Homeostasis Does Not Mean Equilibrium 

 When physiologists talk about homeostasis, they are speaking of 
the stability of the body’s  internal environment —in other words, 
the stability of the extracellular fl uid compartment (ECF). One 
reason for focusing on extracellular fl uid homeostasis is that it is 
relatively easy to monitor by taking a blood sample. When you 
centrifuge blood, it separates into two parts:  plasma,  the fl uid 
component, and the heavier blood cells. Plasma is part of the ex-
tracellular fl uid compartment, and its composition can be easily 
analyzed. It is much more diffi  cult to follow what is taking place 
in the intracellular fl uid compartment (ICF), although cells do 
maintain  cellular homeostasis.  

 In a state of homeostasis, the composition of both body 
compartments is relatively stable. Th is condition is a dynamic 
 steady state.  Th e modifi er  dynamic  indicates that materials are 
constantly moving back and forth between the two compart-
ments. In a steady state ,  there is no  net  movement of materials 
between the compartments. 

 Steady state is not the same as  equilibrium  { aequus,
equal +  libra,  balance}, however. Equilibrium implies that the 
composition of the body compartments is identical. If we ex-
amine the composition of the ECF and ICF, we fi nd that the 
concentrations of many substances are different in the two 
compartments (   Fig.   1.6       ). For example, sodium (Na + ) and
chloride (Cl − ) are far more concentrated in the ECF than in 
the ICF, while potassium (K + ) is most concentrated in the ICF. 
Because of these concentration diff erences, the two fl uid com-
partments are not at equilibrium. Instead the ECF and ICF 
exist in a state of  disequilibrium  { dis-  is a negative prefi x in-
dicating the opposite of the base noun}. For living organisms, 
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We will use the term  refl ex control  to mean any long-distance 
pathway that uses the nervous system, endocrine system, or both. 

 A physiological refl ex can be broken down into two parts: 
a response loop and a feedback loop (   Fig.   1.9a       ). As with the 
simple control system just described, a  response loop  has three 
primary components: an  input signal,  an  integrating center  to inte-
grate the signal, and an  output signal.  Th ese three components can 
be expanded into the following sequence of seven steps to form a 
pattern that is found with slight variations in all refl ex pathways:  

   Stimulus S sensor S input signal S  
  integrating center S  
  output signal S target S response   

 Th e input side of the response loop starts with a  stimulus —
the change that occurs when the regulated variable moves out of 
its desirable range. A specialized  sensor  monitors the variable. 
If the sensor is activated by the stimulus, it sends an input sig-
nal to the integrating center. Th e integrating center evaluates the 
information coming from the sensor and initiates an output sig-
nal. Th e output signal directs a target to carry out a response. If 
successful, the response brings the regulated variable back into 
the desired range. 

 In mammals, integrating centers are usually part of the 
 nervous system or endocrine system. Output signals may 
be chemical signals, electrical signals, or a combination of both. 
Th e targets activated by output signals can be any cell of the body.  

  Local Control Is Restricted to a Tissue 

 The simplest form of control is  local control , which is re-
stricted to the tissue or cell involved (   Fig.   1.8       ). In local con-
trol, a relatively isolated change occurs in a tissue. A nearby cell 
or group of cells senses the change in their immediate vicinity 
and responds, usually by releasing a chemical. Th e response is 
restricted to the region where the change took place—hence the 
term  local control.   

 One example of local control can be observed when oxy-
gen concentration in a tissue decreases. Cells lining the small 
blood vessels that bring blood to the area sense the lower oxy-
gen concentration and respond by secreting a chemical signal. 
The signal molecule diffuses to nearby muscles in the blood 
vessel wall, bringing them a message to relax. Relaxation of the 
muscles widens ( dilates ) the blood vessel, which increases blood 
fl ow into the tissue and brings more oxygen to the area.  

  Refl ex Control Uses Long-Distance Signaling 

 Changes that are widespread throughout the body, or  systemic  
in nature, require more complex control systems to maintain 
homeostasis. For example, maintaining blood pressure to drive 
blood fl ow throughout the body is a systemic issue rather than 
a local one. Because blood pressure is body-wide, maintaining 
it requires long-distance communication and coordination. 
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 Fig. 1.8   A comparison of local and refl ex control         
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 Th is aquarium example involves a variable (temperature) 
controlled by a single control system (the heater). We can also 
describe a system that is under dual control. For example, think 
of a house that has both heating and air conditioning. Th e owner 
would like the house to remain at 70 °F (about 21 °C). On chilly 
autumn mornings, when the temperature in the house falls, 
the heater turns on to warm the house. Th en, as the day warms 
up, the heater is no longer needed and turns off . When the sun 
heats the house above the setpoint, the air conditioner turns on 
to cool the house back to 70 °F. Th e heater and air conditioner 
have  antagonistic control  over house temperature because they 
work in opposition to each other. Similar situations occur in the 
human body when two branches of the nervous system or two 
diff erent hormones have opposing eff ects on a single target.   

  Response Loops Begin with a Stimulus 

 To illustrate response loops, let’s apply the concept to a simple 
nonbiological example. Th ink about an aquarium whose heater 
is programmed to maintain the water temperature (the regulated 
variable) at 30 °C ( Fig.   1.9b   ). Th e room temperature is 25 °C. Th e 
desired water temperature (30 °C) is the  setpoint  for the regu-
lated variable. 

 Assume that initially the aquarium water is at room tem-
perature, 25 °C. When you turn the control box on, you set the 
response loop in motion. Th e thermometer (sensor) registers a 
temperature of 25 °C. It sends this information through a wire 
(input signal) to the control box (integrating center). Th e con-
trol box is programmed to evaluate the incoming temperature 
signal, compare it with the setpoint for the system (30 °C), 
and “decide” whether a response is needed to bring the water 
temperature up to the setpoint. Th e control box sends a signal 
through another wire (output signal) to the heater (the target), 
which turns on and starts heating the water (response). This 
 sequence—from stimulus to response—is the response loop. 
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  Fig. 1.9   Steps in the response loop of a refl ex control pathway.         In the aquarium 
 example shown, the control box is set to maintain a water temperature of 30 ; 1 °C.   

 Concept Check 

   3.   What is the drawback of having only a single control system (a heater) 

for maintaining aquarium water temperature in some desired range?   

   Answers:  End of Chapter    
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the  control box to turn the heater off . Th e water then gradually 
cools off  until the cycle starts all over again. Th e end result is a 
regulated variable that  oscillates  { oscillare,  to swing} around the 
setpoint.  

 In physiological systems, some sensors are more sensi-
tive than others. For example, the sensors that trigger refl exes 
to conserve water activate when blood concentration increases 
only 3% above normal, but the sensors for low oxygen in the 
blood will not respond until oxygen has decreased by 40%. 

 A pathway in which the response opposes or removes 
the signal is known as  negative feedback  (   Fig.   1.11a       ). Nega-
tive feedback loops  stabilize  the regulated variable and thus aid 
the system in maintaining homeostasis. In the aquarium ex-
ample, the heater warms the water (the response) and removes 
the stimulus (low water temperature). With loss of the stimulus 
for the pathway, the response loop shuts off .  Negative feedback 
loops can restore the normal state but cannot prevent the initial 
disturbance.    

  Feedback Loops Modulate the Response Loop 

 Th e response loop is only the fi rst part of a refl ex. For example, 
in the aquarium just described, the sensor sends temperature 
information to the control box, which recognizes that the water 
is too cold. Th e control box responds by turning on the heater to 
warm the water. Once the response starts, what keeps the heater 
from sending the temperature up to, say, 50 °C? 

 Th e answer is a  feedback loop,  where the response “feeds 
back” to infl uence the input portion of the pathway. In the aquar-
ium example, turning on the heater increases the temperature 
of the water. Th e sensor continuously monitors the temperature 
and sends that information to the control box. When the tem-
perature warms up to the maximum acceptable value, the control 
box shuts off  the heater, thus ending the refl ex response.  

  Negative Feedback Loops Are Homeostatic 

 For most reflexes, feedback loops are homeostatic—that is, 
designed to keep the system at or near a setpoint so that the 
regulated variable is relatively stable. How well an integrating 
center succeeds in maintaining stability depends on the  sen-
sitivity  of the system. In the case of our aquarium, the control 
box is  programmed to have a sensitivity of ± 1 °C. If the  water 
 temperature drops from 30 °C to 29.5 °C, it is still within the 
 acceptable range, and no response occurs. If the water tem-
perature drops below 29 °C (30 – 1), the control box turns the 
heater on (   Fig.   1.10       ). As the water heats up, the control box 
constantly receives information about the water temperature 
from the sensor. When the water reaches 31 °C (30 ± 1), the 
upper limit for the acceptable range, the feedback loop causes 
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  Fig. 1.10   Oscillation around the setpoint.          Most functions that 
maintain homeostasis have a setpoint, or normal value. The  response 
loop that controls the function activates when the function moves 
outside a predetermined normal range.   

(a) Negative feedback: the response counteracts 
     the stimulus, shutting off the response loop.

Response

Stimulus

Response loop
shuts off

Initial
stimulus

(b) Positive feedback: the response reinforces the stimulus,
     sending the variable farther from the setpoint. 

Response

Stimulus

Feedback cycle
An outside factor is 
required to shut off       
feedback cycle.

+ +

Initial
stimulus

  Fig. 1.11   Negative and positive feedback         
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  Positive Feedback Loops Are Not Homeostatic 

 A few refl ex pathways are not homeostatic. In a  positive feed-
back loop,  the response  reinforces  the stimulus rather than de-
creasing or removing it. In positive feedback, the response sends 
the regulated variable even farther from its normal value. Th is 
initiates a vicious cycle of ever-increasing response and sends 
the system temporarily out of control ( Fig.   1.11b   ). Because posi-
tive feedback escalates the response, this type of feedback re-
quires some intervention or event outside the loop to stop the 
response. 

 One example of a positive feedback loop involves the  hormonal 
control of uterine contractions during childbirth (   Fig.   1.12    ). When 
the baby is ready to be delivered, it drops lower in the uterus and be-
gins to put pressure on the  cervix,  the opening of the uterus. Sensory 
signals from the cervix to the brain cause release of the hormone 
oxytocin,  which causes the uterus to contract and push the baby’s 
head even harder against the cervix, further stretching it. Th e in-
creased stretch causes more oxytocin release, which causes more 
contractions that push the baby harder against the cervix. Th is cycle 

 Concept Check 

   4.   Does the aquarium heating system in  Figure   1.9    operate using positive 

feedback or negative feedback?   

 R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M 

   After reading the article on fi ber, Jimmy decided to go back to 
his professor for help. “How can I fi gure out who to believe on 
the Internet? Isn’t there a better way to get health information?” 

 “Well, the sites you found from the Mayo Clinic and 
the American Diabetes Association are fi ne for general 
information aimed at the lay public. But if you want to fi nd 
the same information that scientists and physicians read, you 
should search using MEDLINE, the database published by the 
U.S. National Library of Medicine. PubMed is the free public-
access version (  www.pubmed.gov  ). This database lists articles 
that are  peer-reviewed,  which means that the research 
described has gone through a screening process in which 
the work is critiqued by an anonymous panel of two or three 
scientists who are qualifi ed to judge the science. Peer review 
acts as a kind of quality control because a paper that does not 
meet the standards of the reviewers will be rejected by the 
editor of the journal.” 

   Q5:    Jimmy went to PubMed and typed in his search terms: 
 type 2 diabetes and insulin therapy.  Repeat his search. 
Compare the number of results to the Google searches.        

Baby drops
lower in uterus to  

initiate labor

Cervical stretch

stimulatescausing

Oxytocin
release

causes

Uterine
contractions

Push baby
against cervix

Delivery of baby
stops the cycle

Positive feedback loop

 Fig. 1.12   A positive feedback loop         

  Feedforward Control Allows the Body 
to Anticipate Change 

 Negative feedback loops can stabilize a function and maintain 
it within a normal range but are unable to prevent the change 
that triggered the refl ex in the fi rst place. A few refl exes have 
evolved that enable the body to predict that a change is about to 
occur and start the response loop in anticipation of the change. 
Th ese anticipatory responses are called  feedforward control.  

 An easily understood physiological example of feedfor-
ward control is the salivation reflex. The sight, smell, or even 
the thought of food is enough to start our mouths watering in 
expectation of eating the food. Th is refl ex extends even further, 
because the same stimuli can start the secretion of hydrochloric 
acid as the stomach anticipates food on the way. One of the most 
complex feedforward refl exes appears to be the body’s response 
to exercise.         

continues until fi nally the baby is delivered, releasing the stretch on 
the cervix and stopping the positive feedback loop.    

   Answers:  End of Chapter   
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create an anticipatory response to a predictable environmental 
variable. Th ere are seasonal rhythms of reproduction in many 
organisms. Th ese rhythms are timed so that the off spring have 
food and other favorable conditions to maximize survival. 

 Circadian rhythms cued by the light-dark cycle may corre-
spond to rest-activity cycles. Th ese rhythms allow our bodies to 
anticipate behavior and coordinate body processes accordingly. 
You may hear people who are accustomed to eating dinner at 
6:00  p . m . say that they cannot digest their food if they wait until 
10:00  p . m . to eat because their digestive system has “shut down” 
in anticipation of going to bed. 

 Some variability in setpoints is associated with changing en-
vironmental conditions rather than biological rhythms. Th e adap-
tation of physiological processes to a given set of environmental 
conditions is known as  acclimatization  when it occurs naturally. 
If the process takes place artifi cially in a laboratory setting, it is 
called  acclimation . Each winter, people in the upper latitudes 
of the northern hemisphere go south in February, hoping to es-
cape the bitter subzero temperatures and snows of the northern 
climate. As the northerners walk around in 40 °F (about 4 °C) 
weather in short-sleeve shirts, the southerners, all bundled up in 
coats and gloves, think that the northerners are crazy: the weather 

  Biological Rhythms Result from Changes 
in a Setpoint 

 As discussed above, each regulated variable has a normal range 
within which it can vary without triggering a correction. In 
physiological systems, the setpoints for many regulated vari-
ables are diff erent from person to person, or may change for the 
same individual over a period of time. Factors that infl uence an 
individual’s setpoint for a given variable include normal biologi-
cal rhythms, inheritance, and the conditions to which the per-
son has become accustomed. 

 Regulated variables that change predictably and create 
repeating patterns or cycles of change are known as biological 
rhythms, or  biorhythms.  The timing of many biorhythms co-
incides with a predictable environmental change, such as daily 
light-dark cycles or the seasons. Biological rhythms reflect 
changes in the setpoint of the regulated variable. 

 For example, all animals exhibit some form of daily 
 biological rhythm, called a  circadian rhythm  { circa,  about 
+  dies,  day}. Humans have circadian rhythms for many body 
functions, including blood pressure, body temperature, and 
 metabolic  processes. Body temperature peaks in the late aft er-
noon and  declines dramatically in the early hours of the morn-
ing (   Fig.   1.13a       ). Have you ever been studying late at night and 
noticed that you feel cold? Th is is not because of a drop in envi-
ronmental temperature but because your thermoregulatory re-
fl ex has turned down your internal thermostat.  

 One of the interesting correlations between circadian 
rhythms and behavior involves body temperature. Researchers 
found that self-described “morning people” have temperature 
rhythms that cause body temperature to climb before they awaken 
in the morning, so that they get out of bed prepared to face the 
world. On the other hand, “night people” may be forced by school 
and work schedules to get out of bed while their body tempera-
ture is still at its lowest point, before their bodies are prepared for 
activity. Th ese night people are still going strong and working pro-
ductively in the early hours of the morning, when the morning 
people’s body temperatures are dropping and they are fast asleep. 

 Many hormones in humans have blood concentrations that 
fluctuate predictably in a 24-hour cycle. Cortisol, growth hor-
mone, and the sex hormones are among the most noted examples. 
A cortisol concentration in a 9:00  a . m . sample might be nearly 
twice as high as one taken in the early aft ernoon ( Fig.   1.13b   ). 

 If a patient has a suspected abnormality in hormone secre-
tion, it is therefore important to know when hormone levels are 
measured. A concentration that is normal at 9:00  a . m . is high at 
2:00  p . m . One strategy for avoiding errors due to circadian fl uc-
tuations is to collect information for a full day and calculate an 
average value over 24 hours. For example, cortisol secretion is 
estimated indirectly by measuring all urinary cortisol metabo-
lites excreted in 24 hours. 

 What is the adaptive signifi cance of functions that vary with 
a circadian rhythm? Our best answer is that biological rhythms 

  Fig. 1.13   Circadian rhythms in humans. Data in         (a) from 
W. E. Scales et al., J Appl Physiol 65(4): 1840–1846, 1988. Data in (b) from 
L. Weibel et al., Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 270: E608–E613, 1996.   
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 An essential feature of any experiment is an experimental 
control.  A control group is usually a duplicate of the experi-
mental group in every respect except that the independent vari-
able is not changed from its initial value. For example, in the 
bird-feeding experiment, the control group would be a set of 
birds maintained at a warm summer temperature but other-
wise treated exactly like the birds held at cold temperatures. Th e 
purpose of the control is to ensure that any observed changes 
are due to the manipulated variable and not to changes in some 
other variable. For example, suppose that in the bird-feeding ex-
periment food intake increased aft er the investigator changed to 
a diff erent food. Unless she had a control group that was also fed 
the new food, the investigator could not determine whether the 
increased food intake was due to temperature or to the fact that 
the new food was more palatable. 

 During an experiment, the investigator carefully collects 
information, or  data  {plural; singular  datum,  a thing given}, 
about the eff ect that the manipulated (independent) variable 
has on the observed (dependent) variable. Once the investiga-
tor feels that she has suffi  cient information to draw a conclu-
sion, she begins to analyze the data. Analysis can take many 
forms and usually includes statistical analysis to determine if 
apparent differences are statistically significant. A common 
format for presenting data is a graph (see  Fig.   1. 14         in Focus 
on Graphs).  

 If one experiment supports the hypothesis that cold causes 
birds to eat more, then the experiment should be repeated to 
ensure that the results were not an unusual one-time event. Th is 
step is called  replication.  When the data support a hypothesis 
in multiple experiments, the hypothesis may become a working 
model.  A model with substantial evidence from multiple inves-
tigators supporting it may become a  scientifi c theory.  

 Most information presented in textbooks like this one is 
based on models that scientists have developed from the best 
available experimental evidence. On occasion, investigators 
publish new experimental evidence that does not support a cur-
rent model. In that case, the model must be revised to fit the 
available evidence. For this reason, you may learn a physiologi-
cal “fact” while using this course, but in 10 years that “fact” may 
be inaccurate because of what scientists have discovered in the 
interval. 

 For example, in 1970 students learned that the cell mem-
brane was a “butter sandwich,” a structure composed of a layer 
of fats sandwiched between two layers of proteins. In 1972, how-
ever, scientists presented a very different model of the mem-
brane, in which globules of proteins fl oat within a double layer 
of fats. As a result, textbook writers had to revise their descrip-
tions of cell membranes, and students who had learned the 
butter sandwich model had to revise their mental model of the 
membrane. 

 Where do our scientific models for human physiology 
come from? We have learned much of what we know from 

is cold! Th e diff erence in behavior is due to diff erent temperature 
acclimatization, a diff erence in the setpoint for body temperature 
regulation that is a result of prior conditioning. 

 Biorhythms and acclimatization are complex processes 
that scientists still do not completely understand. Some rhythms 
arise from special groups of cells in the brain and are reinforced 
by information about the light-dark cycle that comes in through 
the eyes. Some cells outside the nervous system generate their 
own rhythms. Research in simpler animals such as flies is 
 beginning to explain the molecular basis for biological rhythms.    

  The Science of Physiology 
 How do we know what we know about the physiology of the 
 human body? The first descriptions of physiology came from 
simple observations. But physiology is an experimental science, 
one in which researchers generate  hypotheses  { hypotithenai,
to assume; singular  hypothesis }, or logical guesses, about how 
events take place. Th ey test their hypotheses by designing ex-
periments to collect evidence that supports or disproves their 
hypothesis, and they publish the results of their experiments in 
the scientifi c literature. Health-care providers look in the scien-
tifi c literature for evidence from these experiments to help guide 
their clinical decision- making. Critically evaluating the scien-
tifi c evidence in this manner is a practice known as  evidence-
based medicine.  Observation and experimentation are the key 
elements of  scientifi c inquiry.  

  Good Scientifi c Experiments Must 
Be Carefully Designed 

 A common type of biological experiment either removes or al-
ters some variable that the investigator thinks is an essential part 
of an observed phenomenon. Th at altered variable is the  inde-
pendent variable.  For example, a biologist notices that birds at 
a feeder seem to eat more in the winter than in the summer. She 
generates a hypothesis that cold temperatures cause birds to in-
crease their food intake. To test her hypothesis, she designs an 
experiment in which she will keep birds at diff erent tempera-
tures and monitor how much food they eat. In her experiment, 
temperature, the manipulated element, is the independent vari-
able. Food intake, which is hypothesized to be dependent on 
temperature, becomes the  dependent variable.   

 Concept Check 

   5.   Students in the laboratory run an experiment in which they drink 

diff erent volumes of water and measure their urine output in the hour 

following drinking. What are the independent and dependent variables 

in this experiment?   

   Answers:  End of Chapter   
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 experiments on animals ranging from squid to rats. In many in-
stances, the physiological processes in such animals are either 
identical to those taking place in humans or else similar enough 
that we can extrapolate from the animal model to humans. It is 
important to use nonhuman models because experiments using 
human subjects can be diffi  cult to perform. 

 However, not all studies done on animals can be applied 
to humans. For example, an antidepressant that Europeans 
had used safely for years was undergoing stringent testing re-
quired by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration before it 
could be sold in this country. When beagles took the drug for a 
period of months, the dogs started dying from heart problems. 
Scientists were alarmed until further research showed that bea-
gles have a unique genetic makeup that causes them to break 
down the drug into a more toxic substance. Th e drug was per-
fectly safe in other breeds of dogs and in humans, and it was 
subsequently approved for human use.  

  The Results of Human Experiments Can 
Be Diffi  cult to Interpret 

 Th ere are many reasons it is diffi  cult to carry out physiological 
experiments in humans, including variability, psychological fac-
tors, and ethical considerations. 

  Variability   Human populations have tremendous genetic 
and environmental  variability.  Although physiology books 
usually present  average  values for many physiological vari-
ables, such as blood pressure, these average values simply 
represent a number that falls somewhere near the middle of 
a wide range of values. Th us, to show signifi cant diff erences 
between experimental and control groups in a human experi-
ment, an investigator would have to include a large number of 
identical subjects. 

 However, getting two groups of people who are  identi-
cal  in every respect is impossible. Instead, the researcher must 
 attempt to recruit subjects who are  similar  in as many aspects 
as  possible. You may have seen newspaper advertisements re-
questing  research volunteers: “Healthy males between 18 and 
25, nonsmokers, within 10% of ideal body weight, to participate 
in a study. . . .” Researchers must take into account the variability 
inherent in even a select group of humans when doing experi-
ments with human subjects. Th is variability may aff ect the re-
searcher’s ability to interpret the signifi cance of data collected 
on that group. 

 One way to reduce variability within a test population, 
whether human or animal, is to do a  crossover study.  In a cross-
over study, each individual acts both as experimental subject 
and as control. Thus, each individual’s response to the treat-
ment can be compared with his or her own control value. Th is 
method is particularly eff ective when there is wide variability 
within a population. 

 For example, in a test of blood pressure medication, inves-
tigators might divide subjects into two groups. Group A takes an 
inactive substance called a  placebo  (from the Latin for “I shall 
be pleasing”) for the fi rst half of the experiment, then changes to 
the experimental drug for the second half. Group B starts with 
the experimental drug, and then changes to the placebo. Th is 
scheme enables the researcher to assess the eff ect of the drug 
on each individual. In other words, each subject acts as his or 
her own control. Statistically, the data analysis can use methods 
that look at the changes within each individual rather than at 
changes in the collective group data.  

  Psychological Factors   Another signifi cant variable in human 
studies is the psychological aspect of administering a treatment. 
If you give someone a pill and tell the person that it will help 
alleviate some problem, there is a strong possibility that the pill 
will have exactly that eff ect, even if it contains only sugar or an 
inert substance. Th is well-documented phenomenon is called 
the  placebo eff ect.  Similarly, if you warn people that a drug they 
are taking may have specifi c adverse side eff ects, those people 
will report a higher incidence of the side eff ects than a similar 
group of people who were not warned. This phenomenon is 
called the  nocebo eff ect,  from the Latin  nocere,  to do harm. Th e 
placebo and nocebo eff ects show the ability of our minds to alter 
the physiological functioning of our bodies. 

 In setting up an experiment with human subjects, we must 
try to control for the placebo and nocebo eff ects. Th e simplest 
way to do this is with a  blind study,  in which the subjects do 
not know whether they are receiving the treatment or the pla-
cebo. Even this precaution can fail, however, if the research-
ers assessing the subjects know which type of treatment each 
subject is receiving. Th e researchers’ expectations of what the 
treatment will or will not do may color their measurements or 
interpretations. 

 To avoid this outcome, researchers oft en use  double-blind 
studies.  A third party, not involved in the experiment, is the 
only one who knows which group is receiving the experimental 
treatment and which group is receiving the control treatment. 
Th e most sophisticated experimental design for minimizing psy-
chological effects is the  double-blind crossover study.  In this 
type of study the control group in the first half of the experi-
ment becomes the experimental group in the second half, and 
vice versa, but no one involved knows who is taking the active 
treatment.         

  Ethical Considerations   Ethical questions arise when humans 
are used as experimental subjects, particularly when the subjects 
are people suff ering from a disease or other illness. Is it ethical 
to withhold a new and promising treatment from the control 
group? A noteworthy example occurred some years ago when 
researchers were testing the effi  cacy of a treatment for dissolv-
ing blood clots in heart attack victims. Th e survival rate among 
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Graphs 

  F i g .  1 . 1 4  F O C U S  O N  .  .  .  G r a p h s

 Graphs are pictorial representations of the relationship 
 between two (or more) variables, plotted in a rectangular re-
gion (   Fig.   1.14a   ). We use graphs to present a large amount 
of numerical data in a small space, to emphasize comparisons 
between variables, or to show trends over time. A viewer can 
extract information much more rapidly from a graph than 
from a table of numbers or from a written description. A well-
constructed graph should contain (in very abbreviated form) 
everything the reader needs to know about the data, includ-
ing what the purpose of the experiment was, how it was con-
ducted, and what the results were. 

 All scientifi c graphs have common features. The independent 
variable (the variable manipulated by the experimenter) is 
graphed on the horizontal  x -axis. The dependent variable (the 
variable measured by the experimenter) is plotted on the verti-
cal  y -axis. If the experimental design is valid and the  hypothesis 
is correct, changes in the independent variable ( x -axis) will 
cause changes in the dependent variable ( y -axis). In other 
words,  y  is a function of  x.  This relationship can be expressed 
mathematically as  y  =  f (x).  Another way to describe the relation-
ship between the axes is to think of it as “the eff ect of  x  on  y .” 

 Each axis of a graph is divided into units represented by 
evenly spaced tick marks on the axis. A label tells what vari-
able the axis represents (time, temperature, amount of food 
consumed) and in what units it is marked (days,  degrees 
Celsius, grams per day). The  origin  is the intersection of the 
two axes .  The origin usually, but not always, has a value of 
zero for both axes. A graph should have a title or legend 

that describes what the graph represents. If multiple groups 
are shown on one graph, the lines or bars representing the 
groups may have labels, or a key may show what group each 
symbol or color represents. 
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  Fig. 1.14            

(b) Bar graph. Each bar shows a distinct variable. The bars are lined up 
      side by side along one axis so that they can be easily compared with
      one another. Scientific bar graphs traditionally have the bars running
      vertically.
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 Concept Check    Answers: End of Chapter   

   6.   Students in a physiology laboratory collected heart-rate data on one 
another. In each case, heart rate was measured fi rst for the subject at 
rest and again after the subject had exercised using a step test. Two 
fi ndings from the experiment were (1) that heart rate was greater 
with exercise than at rest, and (2) that female subjects had higher 
resting heart rates than male subjects. 

   (a)    What was the independent variable in this experiment? What 
was the dependent variable?  

  (b)    Draw a graph and label each axis with the correct variable. Draw 
trend lines or bars that might approximate the data collected.     

 For graphs (d) and (e), answer 
 the following:
• What was the investigator 
   trying to determine?

• What are the independent 
   and dependent variables?
• What are the results or trends
   indicated by the data?

GRAPH QUESTIONS
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(e) Scatter plot. Each point represents one member of a test population. 
     The individual points of a scatter plot are never connected by lines, but a 
     best fit line may be estimated to show a trend in the data, or better yet, 
     the line may be calculated by a mathematical equation.
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Student scores were directly related to the amount 
of time they spent studying.
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(d) Line graph. The x-axis frequently represents time; the points
     represent averaged observations. The points may be connected by
     lines, in which case the slope of the line between two points shows
     the rate at which the variable changed.
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 Most graphs you will encounter in physiology display data 
 either as bars (bar graphs or histograms), as lines (line graphs), 
or as dots (scatter plots). Four typical types of graphs are 
shown in  Figure   1.14b   –   e   .  Bar graphs  ( Fig.   1.14b   ) are used 
when the independent variables are distinct entities. A 
  histogram  ( Fig.   1.14c   ) is a specialized bar graph that shows 
the distribution of one  variable over a range. The  x -axis is 
divided into units (called “bins” in some computer graphing 
programs), and the  y -axis  indicates how many pieces of data 
are associated with each bin. 

  Line graphs  ( Fig.   1.14d   ) are appropriate when the indepen-
dent variable on the  x -axis is a continuous phenomenon, such 
as time, temperature, or weight. Each point on the graph may 
represent the average of a set of observations. Because the 
 independent variable is a continuous function, the points 
on the graph can be connected with a line  (point-to-point 
connections or a mathematically calculated “best-fi t” line 
or curve). Connecting the points allows the reader to 
  interpolate,  or estimate values between the measured values. 

  Scatter plots  ( Fig.   1.14e   ) show the relationship between two 
variables, such as time spent studying for an exam and per-
formance on that exam. Usually each point on the plot repre-
sents one member of a test population. Individual points on a 
scatter plot are never connected by a line, but a “best-fi t” line 
or curve may indicate a trend in the data. 

 Here are some questions to ask when you are trying to extract 
information from a graph: 

   1.    What variable does each axis represent?  
  2.    What is the relationship between the variables repre-

sented by the axes? This relationship can usually be 
expressed by substituting the labels on the axes into the 
following statement: “the eff ect of  x  on  y .” For  example, 
graph (b) shows the eff ect of diet type on the canaries’ 
daily food intake.  

  3.    Are any trends apparent in the graph? For line graphs 
and scatter plots, is the line horizontal (no change in 
the dependent variable when the independent variable 
changes), or does it have a slope? Is the line straight or 
curved? For bar graphs, are the bars the same height or 
diff erent heights? If diff erent heights, is there a trend in 
the direction of height change?    
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 realized that women taking a pill containing two hormones 
were developing cardiovascular disease and breast cancer at a 
higher rate than women on placebo pills. On the other hand, 
the women receiving hormones also had  lower  rates of colon 
cancer and bone fractures. Th e investigators decided that the 
risks associated with taking the hormones exceeded the poten-
tial benefi ts, and they stopped the study. To learn more about 
this clinical trial and the pros and cons of hormone replace-
ment therapy, go to   www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/hormon-
ereplacementtherapy.html ,  the web site of the U.S. National 
Library of Medicine.   

  Human Studies Can Take Many Forms 

 Almost daily, the newspapers carry articles about clinical tri-
als studying the effi  cacy of drugs or other medical treatments. 
Many different aspects of experimental design can affect the 
validity and applicability of the results of these trials. For ex-
ample, some trials are carried out for only a limited time on 
a limited number of people, such as studies conducted for the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s drug-approval process. In 
several instances in the past few years, drugs approved as a re-
sult of such studies have later been withdrawn from the market 
when extended use of the drug uncovered adverse side eff ects, 
including deaths. 

  Longitudinal studies  are designed to be carried out for 
a long period of time. One of the most famous longitudinal 
studies is the Framingham Heart Study (  www.framingham.
com/heart  ), started in 1948 and still ongoing. Framingham is 
a  prospective study  { prospectus,  outlook, looking forward} 
that  recruited healthy people and has been following them 
for years to identify factors that contribute to the develop-
ment of cardiovascular disease. This study has already made 
important contributions to health care, and it continues to-
day with the adult children and grandchildren of the original 
participants. 

 Additional study designs you may encounter in the litera-
ture include cross-sectional and retrospective studies.  Cross-
sectional studies  survey a population for the prevalence of a 
disease or condition. Data from cross-sectional studies identify 
trends to be investigated further, such as whether age group 
or socioeconomic status is associated with a higher risk of de-
veloping the condition being surveyed.  Retrospective studies  
{ retro,  backward +  spectare,  to look} match groups of people 
who all have a particular disease to a similar but healthy con-
trol group. Th e goal of these studies is to determine whether 
development of the disease can be associated with a particular 
variable. 

 Oft en, the results of one or more published studies do not 
agree with the conclusions of other published studies. In some 
cases, the reason for the disagreement turns out to be a limi-
tation of the experimental design, such as a small number of 

the treated patients was so much higher that testing was halted 
so that members of the control group could also be given the 
experimental drug. 

 In contrast, tests on some anticancer agents have shown 
that the experimental treatments were less effective in stop-
ping the spread of cancer than were the standard treatments 
used by the controls. Was it ethical to undertreat patients in 
the  experimental group by depriving them of the more eff ective 
current medical practice? Most studies now are evaluated con-
tinually over the course of the study to minimize the possibility 
that subjects will be harmed by their participation. 

 In 2002 a trial on hormone replacement therapy in 
postmenopausal women was halted early when investigators 

 R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M 

   “Hi, professor. I’m back again.” Most of the articles Jimmy 
found in PubMed were too focused on single experiments. 
And he didn’t really understand the technical terms the 
authors used. “Is there any way to fi nd papers that are not so 
complicated?” 

 “Yes, there are several ways. Many journals publish  review 
articles  that contain a synopsis of recent research on a 
particular topic. When you are just beginning to learn about 
a topic, it’s best to begin with review articles. PubMed will 
have a link on the Results page that takes you directly to the 
review articles in your results. A diff erent place you can look 
for basic information is MedlinePlus, another resource from 
the National Library of Medicine (  www.medlineplus.gov  ).” 

 Jimmy decided to try MedlinePlus because the PubMed 
results seemed too technical for his simple question. On the 
MedlinePlus site he entered  type 2 diabetes and insulin therapy  
into the search box. After reading a few of the articles he 
found linked there, he called his mother. “Hey, Mom! I found 
the answer to your question!” 

   Q6:    Repeat Jimmy’s search in MedlinePlus and look for links 
to articles on type 2 diabetes published by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), National Library of Medicine 
(NLM), or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC). Based on what you read in those articles, what did 
Jimmy tell his mother about her need to take insulin for 
her type 2 diabetes?   

  Q7:    What about the article that said eating a high-fi ber diet 
could help? On the MedlinePlus results pages, look for 
articles on alternative treatments for diabetes published 
by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine. Do these articles mention dietary fi ber?        
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have come to understand the fundamentals of chemical signal-
ing and communication in the body, we have unlocked the mys-
teries of many processes. In doing so, we also have come closer 
to being able to treat many diseases by correcting their cause 
rather than simply treating their symptoms. 

 More and more, medicine is turning to therapies based 
on interventions at the molecular level. A classic example is the 
treatment of cystic fi brosis, an inherited disease in which the 
mucus of the lungs and digestive tract is unusually thick. For 
many years, patients with this condition had few treatment op-
tions, and most died at a young age. However, basic research 
into the mechanisms by which salt and water move across cell 
membranes provided clues to the underlying cause of cystic 
fibrosis: a defective protein in the membrane of certain cells. 
Once molecular geneticists found the gene that coded for that 
protein, the possibility of replacing the defective gene in cystic 
fi brosis patients with the gene for the normal protein became 
a reality. Without the basic research into how cells and tissues 
carry out their normal function, however, this treatment would 
never have been developed. 

 As you learn what we currently know about how the hu-
man body works, keep in mind that many of the ideas presented  
refl ect models that represent our current understanding and are 
subject to change. Th ere still are many questions in physiology 
waiting for investigators to fi nd the answers.       

subjects who may not be representative of larger populations. In 
other cases, the disagreement may be due to small but poten-
tially signifi cant diff erences in the experimental designs of the 
diff erent studies. 

 One way scientists attempt to resolve contradictory results 
is to perform a  meta-analysis  of the data { meta -, at a higher 
level}. A meta-analysis combines all the data from a group of 
similar studies and uses sophisticated statistical techniques to 
extract signifi cant trends or fi ndings from the combined data. 
For example, multiple studies have been done to assess whether 
glucosamine and chondroitin, two dietary supplements, can 
 improve degenerative joint disease. However, the individual 
studies had small numbers of subjects (<50) and used diff erent 
dosing regimens. A meta-analysis using statistical methods is 
one way to compare the results from these studies.  6   

 Th e diffi  culty of using human subjects in experiments is 
one of the reasons scientists use animals to develop many of our 
scientifi c models. Since the 1970s, physiological research has in-
creasingly augmented animal experimentation with techniques 
developed by cellular biologists and molecular geneticists. As we 

 6  See, for example, S. Wandel  et al.  Eff ects of glucosamine, chondroitin, 
or placebo in patients with osteoarthritis of hip or knee: network meta-
analysis.  Br Med J  341: c4675–c4676, 2010. 

 What to Believe? 

 One skill all physiology students should acquire is the ability 
to fi nd information in the scientifi c literature. In today’s 
world, the scientifi c literature can be found both in print, 
in the form of books and periodicals, and on the Web. 
However, unless a book has a recent publication date, it 
may not be the most up-to-date source of information. 

 Many students begin their quest for information on a 
subject by searching the Internet. Be cautious! Anyone can 

create a web page and publish information on the Web. 
There is no screening process comparable to peer review 
in journals, and the reader of a web page must decide how 
valid the information is. Web sites published by recognized 
universities and not-for-profi t organizations are likely to 
have good information, but you should view an article 
about vitamins on the web page of a health food store 
with a skeptical eye unless the article cites published peer-
reviewed research. 

 R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M  C O N C L U S I O N 

   Question  Answer and Commentary 

 1.   What search terms could 
Jimmy have used to get fewer 
results? 

 Including more words in a web search is the best way to narrow the results list. For example, 
Jimmy could have searched for  insulin therapy diabetes.  That search would have produced about 
800,000 results. Being more specifi c about his mother’s type of diabetes would help. A search for 
 insulin therapy for type 2 diabetes  has only about 450,000 results. But that’s still a lot of web pages 
to look at! 
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   Question  Answer and Commentary 

 2.   What kinds of web sites 
should Jimmy be looking for in 
his results list, and how can he 
recognize them? 

 The best web sites for health information come from organizations that are part of the scientifi c 
and health-care communities, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH), nonprofi t groups dedi-
cated to supporting research on a particular disease (The American Diabetes Association,  diabetes.
org ), or clinics and universities where scientists and physicians are actively investigating causes and 
treatments for diseases. Treat commercial websites that end in  *.com  with extra caution. 

 3.   In The Doctors’ Medical Li-
brary article called “Fiber,” what 
does Dr. Kennedy say about 
high-fi ber diet and diabetes? 

 Dr. Kennedy claims that some patients with type 2 diabetes can be “successfully treated” by eat-
ing a high-fi ber diet. (The classifi cation of type 2 diabetes as “adult onset” is obsolete.) 

 4.   How can Jimmy fi nd out 
more about who created the 
site and what their credentials 
are? 

 To learn more about who created a web site and why, look for links at the bottom of the page 
for HOME or ABOUT US. On the home page for The Doctors’ Medical Library you will learn that 
the site promotes “natural health care.” The link on Ron Kennedy, M.D., does not give you any 
information about his medical training or other credentials. 

 5.   Compare the number of 
results from the PubMed 
search to those for the Google 
searches. 

 The number of results will depend on when you do the search because new articles are added 
constantly. But the number will probably be fewer than 50,000, far less than the millions of re-
sults that came up following a Google search. 

 6.   What did Jimmy tell his 
mother about her need to take 
insulin for her type 2 diabetes? 

 The articles published by these national organizations all say that people with type 2 diabetes 
may need to take insulin. Patients should always listen to their health-care providers and ask 
questions if they are uncertain about what they should be doing. 

 7.   Do the articles from NC-
CAM mention dietary fi ber as 
an alternative treatment for 
diabetes? 

 The NCCAM article lists a number of alternative treatments that people have tried, but dietary 
fi ber is not among them. It also says that, so far, there is no scientifi c evidence supporting the 
use of dietary supplements for treating diabetes. Patients should never stop their conven-
tional treatments when using complementary treatments, and they should always inform their 
 health-care providers about any vitamins or dietary supplements they are taking. 

     Citation Formats 
 When you fi nd an article either in print or on the Web, you should write down the full citation. Citation formats for papers 
vary slightly from source to source but will usually include the following elements (with the punctuation shown): 

 Author(s). Article title.  Journal Name  volume (issue): inclusive pages, year of publication. 

 For example: 
 Echevarria M and Ilundain AA. Aquaporins.  J Physiol Biochem  54(2): 107–118, 1998. 

 In many citations, the journal name is abbreviated using standard abbreviations. For example, the  American Journal of 
Physiology  is abbreviated as  Am J Physiol.  (One-word titles, such as  Science,  are never abbreviated.) For each calendar year, 
the issues of a given journal are assigned a  volume  number. The fi rst issue of a given volume is designated  issue  1, the 
second is issue 2, and so on. 

 Citing sources from the Web requires a diff erent format. Here is one suggested format: 

 Author/Editor (if known). Revision or copyright date (if available). Title of web page [Publication medium]. Publisher of web 
page.  URL  [Date accessed]. 

 For example: 
   Patton G (editor). 2005. Biological Journals and Abbreviations. [Online]. National Cancer Institute.   http://home.ncifcrf.gov/
research/bja   [accessed April 10, 2005].   

 Unlike print resources, web pages are not permanent and frequently disappear or move. If you access a print journal on the 
Web, you should give the print citation, not the URL.  

R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M  C O N C L U S I O N   ( c o n t i n u e d )
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  Citing Other’s Work 
 Copying or paraphrasing material from another source without acknowledging that source is academic dishonesty. 
Word-for-word quotations placed within quotation marks are rarely used in scientifi c writing. Instead, we summarize the 
contents of the source paper and acknowledge the source, as follows: 

 Some rare forms of epilepsy are known to be caused by mutations in ion channels (Mulley  et al.,  2003). 

 When a paper has three or more authors, we use the abbreviation  et al. —from the Latin  et alii,  meaning “and others”—
to save space in the body of the text. All authors’ names are given in the full citation, which is usually included within 
a References section at the end of the paper. Reference lists are often arranged alphabetically by the last name of the 
paper’s fi rst author.                 

R U N N I N G  P R O B L E M  C O N C L U S I O N   ( c o n t i n u e d )

 • PhysioExTM Lab Simulations 
 • Interactive Physiology 

Animations 

 Test your understanding with: 

 www.masteringaandp.com 

 • Practice Tests 
 • Running Problem Quizzes 
 • A&PFlixTM Animations 

    1.   Physiology   is the study of the normal functioning of a living organ-
ism and its component parts.   

  Physiology Is an Integrative Science 
    2.   Many complex functions are  emergent properties  that cannot be 

predicted from the properties of the individual component parts.   
   3.   Physiologists study the many  levels of organization  in living organ-

isms, from molecules to populations of one species. ( Fig.   1.1   )  
   4.   Th e  cell  is the smallest unit of structure capable of carrying out all 

life processes.   
   5.   Collections of cells that carry out related functions make up  tissues  

and  organs.   
   6.   Th e human body has 10 physiological organ systems:  integumen-

tary, musculoskeletal, respiratory, digestive, urinary, immune, 
circulatory, nervous, endocrine,  and  reproductive.  (Tbl. 1.1)    

  Function and Mechanism 
    7.   The  function  of a physiological system or event is the “why” of 

the system. Th e  mechanism  by which events occur is the “how” 
of a system. The  teleological approach  to physiology explains 
why events happen; the  mechanistic approach  explains how they 
happen.  

   8.   Translational research applies the results of basic physiological 
 research to medical problems.     

          Chapter Summary 

  Themes in Physiology 
    9.   Th e four key themes in physiology are structure/function relationships, 

such as  molecular interactions  and  compartmentation;  biological 
energy use; information fl ow within the body; and  homeostasis.    

  Homeostasis 
    10.    Homeostasis  is the maintenance of a relatively constant internal en-

vironment. Variables that are regulated to maintain homeostasis in-
clude temperature, pH, ion concentrations, oxygen, and water.  

   11.   Failure to maintain homeostasis may result in illness or disease. 
( Fig.   1.3   )  

   12.   Th e body’s internal environment is the  extracellular fl uid.  ( Fig.   1.4   )  
   13.   Th e human body as a whole is adapted to cope with a variable exter-

nal environment, but most cells of the body can tolerate much less 
change.   

   14.   Th e  law of mass balance  says that if the amount of a substance in 
the body is to remain constant, any input must be off set by an equal 
loss. ( Fig.   1.5   )  

   15.   Input of a substance into the body comes from metabolism or from 
the outside environment. Output occurs through metabolism or 
  excretion.  ( Fig.   1.5   )  

   16.   The rate of intake, production, or output of a substance  x  is 
 expressed as  mass fl ow,  where mass fl ow = concentration × volume 
fl ow.  
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  The Science of Physiology 
    28.   Observation and experimentation are the key elements of  scientifi c 

inquiry.  A  hypothesis  is a logical guess about how an event takes 
place.  

   29.   In scientifi c experimentation, the factor manipulated by the inves-
tigator is the  independent variable,  and the observed factor is the 
 dependent variable.  All well-designed experiments have a  control  
to ensure that observed changes are due to the experimental ma-
nipulation and not to some outside factor.  

   30.    Data,  the information collected during an experiment, are analyzed 
and presented, oft en as a graph. ( Fig.   1.14   )  

   31.   A  scientifi c theory  is a hypothesis that has been supported by data 
on multiple occasions. When new experimental evidence does not 
support a theory or a model, then the theory or model must be 
revised.   

   32.   Animal experimentation is an important part of learning about hu-
man physiology because of the tremendous amount of  variability  
within human populations, and because it is diffi  cult to control hu-
man experiments. In addition, ethical questions arise when using 
humans as experimental animals.  

   33.   As the control in many experiments, some subjects may take an 
inactive substance known as a  placebo.  One difficulty in human 
experiments arises from the  placebo  and  nocebo eff ects,  in which 
changes take place even if the treatment is inactive.   

   34.   In a  blind study,  the subjects do not know whether they are receiv-
ing the experimental treatment or a placebo. In a  double-blind 
study,  a third party removed from the experiment is the only one 
who knows which group is the experimental group and which is the 
control. In a  crossover study,  the control group in the fi rst half of 
the experiment becomes the experimental group in the second half, 
and vice versa.  

   35.    Meta-analysis  of data combines data from many studies to look for 
trends.      

   17.    Clearance  is the rate at which a material is removed from the blood 
by excretion, metabolism, or both. The liver, kidneys, lungs, and 
skin all clear substances from the blood.  

   18.   Cells and the extracellular fl uid both maintain homeostasis, but they 
are not identical in composition. Th eir stable condition is a dynamic 
 steady state.   

   19.   Most solutes are concentrated in either one compartment or the 
other, creating a state of  disequilibrium.  ( Fig.   1.6   )    

  Control Systems and Homeostasis 
    20.    Regulated variables  have a  setpoint  and a normal range. ( Fig.   1.10   )  
   21.   The simplest homeostatic control takes place at the tissue or cell 

level and is known as  local control.  ( Fig.   1.8   )  
   22.    Control systems  have three components: an input signal, an  inte-

grating center,  and an output signal. ( Fig.   1.7   )  
   23.   Refl ex pathways can be broken down into  response loops  and  feed-

back loops.  A response loop begins when a  stimulus  is sensed by a 
 sensor.  Th e sensor is linked by the input signal to the  integrating 
center  that decides on an appropriate response. Th e output signal 
travels from the integrating center to a  target  that carries out the 
appropriate  response.  ( Fig.   1.9   )  

   24.   In  negative feedback,  the response opposes or removes the original 
stimulus, which in turn stops the response loop. ( Fig.   1.11a   )  

   25.   In  positive feedback  loops, the response reinforces the stimulus 
rather than decreasing or removing it. Th is destabilizes the system 
until some intervention or event outside the loop stops the re-
sponse. ( Fig.   1.11b   ;  Fig.   1.12   )  

   26.    Feedforward control  allows the body to predict that a change is 
about to occur and start the response loop in anticipation of the 
change.  

   27.   Regulated variables that change in a predictable manner are called 
biological rhythms. Th ose that coincide with light-dark cycles are 
called  circadian rhythms.  ( Fig.   1.13   )    

  Questions 

  Level One Reviewing Facts and Terms 
    1.    Define physiology. Describe the relationship between physiology 

and anatomy.   
   2.    Name the diff erent levels of organization in the biosphere.   
   3.    Name the 10 systems of the body and give their major 

function(s).   
   4.    What does “Physiology is an integrative science” mean?   
   5.    Defi ne homeostasis. Name some regulated variables that are main-

tained through homeostasis.   
   6.    Name four major themes in physiology.   
   7.    Put the following parts of a refl ex in the correct order for a physio-

logical response loop: input signal, integrating center, output signal, 
response, sensor, stimulus, target.   

   8.    The name for daily fluctuations of body functions such as blood 
pressure, temperature, and metabolic processes is a(n).       

  Level Two Reviewing Concepts 
    9.     Mapping exercise:  Make a large map showing the organization of the 

human body. Show all levels of organization in the body (see  Fig.   1.1   ) 
and all 10 organ systems. Try to include functions of all components 
on the map and remember that some structures may share functions. 
(Hint: Start with the human body as the most  important term. You may 
also draw the outline of a body and make your map using it as the basis.)   

   10.    Distinguish between the items in each group of terms. 
   (a)   tissues and organs  
  (b)    x -axis and  y -axis on a graph  
  (c)   dependent and independent variables  
  (d)   teleological and mechanistic approaches  
  (e)   the internal and external environments for a human  
  (f)   blind, double-blind, and crossover studies  
  (g)   the target and the sensor in a control system     

   11.    Name as many organs or body structures that connect directly with 
the external environment as you can.   
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   18.    At the end of the semester, researchers measured an intermediate-
level class of 25 male weight lift ers for aerobic fi tness and midarm 
muscle circumference. Th e relationship between those two variables 
is graphed here.       
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   (a)   What kind of graph is this?  
  (b)   What question were the investigators asking?  
  (c)   In one sentence, summarize the relationship between the two 

variables plotted on the graph.     
   19.    Answer the questions aft er the following article summary. 
   A study  7   was carried out on human volunteers to see whether two 

procedures performed during arthroscopic surgery { arthro - ,  joint + 
 scopium,  to look at} are eff ective in relieving knee pain associated 
with osteoarthritis, or degenerative joint disease { osteon,  bone + 
  arthro-,  joint +  -itis,  infl ammation}. Th e volunteers were up to 75 
years old and were recruited from a Veterans Affairs Medical 
 Center. Th ey were 93% male and 60% white. One-third of the sub-
jects had placebo operations; that is, they were given anesthesia and 
their knees were cut open, but the remainder of the treatment pro-
cedure was not done. Th e other two-thirds of the subjects had one 
of the two treatment procedures performed. Subjects were followed 
for 2 years. They answered questions about their knee pain and 
function and were given an objective walking and stair-climbing 
test. At the end of the study the results showed no signifi cant diff er-
ence in knee function or perception of pain between subjects get-
ting one of the standard treatments and those getting the placebo 
operation. 
   (a)   Do you think it is ethical to perform placebo surgeries on hu-

mans who are suffering from a painful condition, even if the 
subjects are informed that they might receive the placebo op-
eration and not the standard treatment?  

  (b)   Give two possible explanations for the decreased pain reported 
by the placebo operation subjects.  

  (c)   Analyze and critique the experimental design of this study. Are 
the results of this study applicable to everyone with knee pain?  

  (d)   Was this study a blind, double-blind, or double-blind crossover 
design?  

  (e)   Why do you think the investigators felt it was necessary to 
 include a placebo operation in this study?        

 7   J. B. Moseley  et al.  A controlled trial of arthroscopic surgery for osteoarthritis of the knee. 
 N Eng J Med  347(2): 81–88, 2002. 

   12.    Which organ systems are responsible for coordinating body func-
tion? For protecting the body from outside invaders? Which sys-
tems exchange material with the external environment, and what do 
they exchange?   

   13.    Explain the diff erences among positive feedback, negative feedback, 
and feedforward mechanisms. Under what circumstances would 
each be advantageous?     

  Level Three Problem Solving 
    14.    A group of biology majors went to a mall and asked passersby, 

“Why does blood flow?” These are some of the answers they re-
ceived. Which answers are teleological and which are mechanistic? 
(Not all answers are correct, but they can still be classifi ed.) 
   (a)   Because of gravity  
  (b)   To bring oxygen and food to the cells  
  (c)   Because if it didn’t fl ow, we would die  
  (d)   Because of the pumping action of the heart     

   15.    Although dehydration is one of the most serious physiological ob-
stacles that land animals must overcome, there are others. Th ink of 
as many as you can, and think of various strategies that diff erent 
terrestrial animals have to overcome these obstacles. (Hint: Th ink 
of humans, insects, and amphibians; also think of as many diff erent 
terrestrial habitats as you can.)     

  Level Four Quantitative Problems 
    16.    A group of students wanted to see what eff ect a diet defi cient in vita-

min D would have on the growth of baby guppies. Th ey fed the gup-
pies a diet low in vitamin D and measured fi sh body length every 
third day for three weeks. Th eir data looked like this: 

 Day  0  3  6  9  12  15  18  21 
 Average body length (mm)  6  7  9  12  14  16  18  21 

   (a)   What was the dependent variable and what was the indepen-
dent variable in this experiment?  

  (b)   What was the control in this experiment?  
  (c)   Make a fully labeled graph with a legend, using the data in the 

table.  
  (d)   During what time period was growth slowest? Most rapid? (Use 

your graph to answer this question.)     
   17.    You performed an experiment in which you measured the vol-

umes of nine slices of potato, then soaked the slices in solutions of 
diff erent salinities for 30 minutes. At the end of 30 minutes, you 
again measured the volumes of the nine slices. The changes you 
found were: 

 % Change in volume after 30 minutes 

 Solution  Sample 1  Sample 2  Sample 3 

 Distilled water  10%  8%  11% 
 1% salt (NaCl)  0%  - 0.5%  1% 
 9% salt (NaCl)  - 8%  - 12%  - 11% 

   (a)   What was the independent variable in this experiment? What 
was the dependent variable?  

  (b)   Can you tell from the information given whether or not there was 
a control in this experiment? If there was a control, what was it?  

  (c)   Graph the results of the experiment using the most appropriate 
type of graph.     
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      6.    (a) Activity level was the independent variable ( x -axis), and heart 
rate was the dependent variable ( y -axis). (b) A line graph would be 
appropriate for the data, but a bar graph could also be used if exer-
cise intensity was the same in all subjects. To show the diff erence 
between males and females, the graphs should have either separate 
lines or separate bars for males and females.  

  1.      Th e remaining 1 mg of salt remains in the body.  
  2.    Glucose metabolism adds CO 2  and water to the body, disturb-

ing the mass balance of these two substances. To maintain mass 
balance, both metabolites must be either excreted or further 
metabolized.  

  3.    If the aquarium water became overheated, there is no control 
mechanism for bringing it back into the desired range.  

  4.    Negative feedback shuts off  the heater.  

  5.    The independent variable is the amount of water the students 
drink. Th e dependent variable is their urine output.  

  Answers to Concept Check Questions  

  Answers 

Answers to Figure and Graph Questions

   Figure   1.2   : (a) You might include diff erent kinds of breads, meats, and 
so on, or add a category of sandwich characteristics, such as temperature 
(hot, cold) or layers (single, club). 
 Th e sample map shown here is one possible way to map the terms. No-
tice how some items are linked to more than one other item. Th e map 
does not include many terms that could be included.       

   Figure   1.14b   : Th e birds preferred diet A.  
   Figure   1.14c   : Twenty-four students took the quiz.  
   Figure   1.14d   : Male mice (blue line) increased their weight most between 
day 1 and day 2.  
    Figure   1.14e   : (a) In graph 1.14d the investigator was looking at changes 
of body weight over time in male and female mice. In graph 1.14e the 
investigator was trying to determine if there was a relationship between 
the amount of time spent studying for an examination and the student’s 
score on that examination. (b) In graph 1.14d the independent variable 

was time and the dependent variable was body weight. In graph 1.14e 
the independent variable was number of hours spent studying and the 
dependent variable was the student score. (c) Graph 1.14d shows that 
male mice weigh more than female mice from the start of the experi-
ment and that body weight increases with time. Th e rate of increase is 
about the same in males and females, indicated by the nearly parallel 
lines. Graph 1.14e shows that more hours spent studying resulted in 
higher exam scores.          
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  Level One Reviewing Facts and Terms 
    1.   The normal functioning of a living organism. Anatomy is the study of structure.  
   2.   See  Fig.  1.1  .  
   3.   See Tbl. 1.1.  
   4.   Physiology integrates body function across all levels of organization and 

emphasizes the coordinated function of body systems.  
   5.   The maintenance of internal stability. Examples: body temperature and 

water balance.  
   6.   Homeostasis and control systems; structure-function relationships; biologi-

cal energy; communication.  
   7.   Stimulus, sensor, input signal, integrating center, output signal, target, response.  
   8.   Circadian rhythm.    

  Level Two Reviewing Concepts 
    9.   Maps are highly individual. Evaluate your map by comparing it to some done 

by classmates or to ask your instructor for comments.  
   10.   (a) Tissues—collections of cells that carry out related functions. Organs—

collections of tissues that form structural and functional units. (b)  x -axis— 
independent  variable;  y -axis—dependent variable. (c) Independent variable is 
manipulated to change the dependent variable. (d)  Teleological— functional 
approach, the “why” of a system. Mechanistic approach—physiological 
mechanisms, the “how” of a system. (e) Internal environment— extracellular 
fluid; external  environment—the world outside the body. (f) Blind study: 
subjects do not know the treatment they are receiving.  Double-blind study: 
neither subjects nor experimenters know which treatment is the active one. 
Crossover study: each subject serves as both control and experimental. 
(g) Sensors receive signals. Targets respond to signals.  

   11.   Nasal and oral cavities, external ear, lacrimal ducts, sweat, sebaceous, and 
mammary gland ducts, lumens of esophagus, stomach, small and large in-
testines, ducts of the salivary glands, pancreas, liver and gall bladder, urinary 
tract organs, reproductive organs, respiratory organs.  

   12.   Coordinate: endocrine and nervous systems. Protection: integumentary, diges-
tive, cardiovascular, and immune systems. Exchange with external environment: 
respiratory exchanges gases; digestive system takes in nutrients; digestive and 
urinary eliminate waste products. Integumentary loses water and solutes.  

   13.   Negative feedback—feedback signal turns response loop off; helps maintain 
homeostasis. Positive feedback—feedback keeps the response loop going; makes 
a change bigger. Feedforward—starts response loop before the stimulus does; 
minimizes change.     

  Level Three Problem Solving 

    14.   (a) incorrect mechanistic answer (b) correct teleological answer (c) correct 
teleological answer (d) correct mechanistic answer  

   15.   Other problems: requirement of an aqueous environment for fertiliza-
tion (internal fertilization in mammals; many other terrestrial animals 
return to water to breed); aqueous environment for embryonic develop-
ment (eggs in birds, some reptiles and insects; internal development in 
mammals, some reptiles, and insects); physical support (exoskeletons in 
insects, internal skeletons in vertebrates)    

 Level Four Quantitative Problems 

   16.   (a) independent—time; dependent—body length (b) There was no control. 
(c) Should be a line graph with time in days on  x -axis and body length on 
 y -axis. (d) Growth slowest from days 0–3 and most rapid for days 6–9 and 
days 18–21.  

   17.   (a) independent solution concentration; dependent volume change (b) The 
volume measurements before soaking provide a baseline but there is no con-
trol. (c) A scatter plot with best-fit line would allow you to estimate volume 
change at intermediate salt concentrations, such as 5%.  

   18.   (a) scatter plot (b) Is there a relationship between midarm muscle circum-
ference and aerobic fitness? (c) There appears to be no relationship between 
midarm muscle circumference and aerobic fitness.  

  19.   (a) There is no “correct” answer. For peer critiques of the study, see  New 
England Journal of Medicine  347(2):132–33 and 137–39, 2002, July 11. (b) The 
subjects believed that the surgery had helped (a placebo effect) or other inter-
ventions, such as physical therapy, helped. (c) The study is directly applicable 
to a limited population: male veterans, under age 76, predominantly white, with 
osteoarthritis or degenerative joint disease. (d) blind study (e) The investigators 
were trying to determine whether a placebo effect could account for post-
surgical improvement. 

 Answers  to Review Questions

 Photo Credits 

  CO:  Alfred Pasieka/Photo Researchers, Inc. 
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